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I.
A.

Christianity in Japan

First Introduction of Christianity
Christianity, introduced into Japan by Francis Xavier

in lf;49, made rapid progress, and in l -ess than a centur_y,
by 1637, w·hen i.t •.vas suppre.ssed, 1 t had -spread with very

great rapidi-ty_, fir-st throughout Kyushu, among the feuda-l
barons and their retainers, and then in many parts of the
main island, especially -among the higher cir-c les._

It- is

thought ·that there were as many as :300,000 Christian con-

verts, with perhaps 250 organized churches, all of them,
of cour_s e, Roman Catholic.

_T his work ·.vas led by the Jesuits,

many of them Portuguese.
The first great Chr.istian to come as a missionary to
Japan was Francis ~avier in 1549.

Francisco de Xavier was

born in 1506 in his mother's castle of Xavier. et the foot

of the Pyrenees.

At the University of Paris he came under the compelling influence of Ignatiu-s de Loyola, founder of the- Jesuit

order.

When the order -.vas formed, Xavier was one of the

original members and took the vows in 1534.

lf,'hen the

K-ing

of Portugal asked the Jesuits to send missionar_les to hi-s

newly won possessions in India~ Loyola ordered Xavier to
respond.

He started for Lisbon on a day's noti-ce, and

reached Goa, May 6 -, 1542.

He spent many months of selr-

denying and fruitful labor at Goa and Travancore.
he proceeded to Malacca.

Thence

- ~

---

- ·- --------------- -· ------ ---------- ..---.----...-....--

~1

~
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During a v1.s1 t to Malacea, he met a w-andering Japanese
whose name he gave as Anjiro, but whom later writers have
called Yajiro, who, after killing a man in Japan, had fled

in a Portuguese ship to Malacca.

From him Xavier l .e arned

much of Japan.

Yajiro was baptized, receiving the name of Paul, and
sailed with Xavie·r, Father Cosmo Torres, and Brother Juan
Fernandez in the double interest of the missionary and the
traders.

They landed at Kagoshima on August 15, 154P, and

for· twenty-seven months Xavier labored indefatigably in a
field which appeared ripe for the harves·ting ...
J\t Hlrando they ·N ere recei.ved by salvos of artillery

from the Portuguese ship.

At ¥amaguch1 Xavier built the

first Christian church on ground given to him by Prince
Surosoki.

He called. the church Daidoji ( 1 the Temple of

the great way').

"The Apostle of the Indies" left Ja_pan

on November 20, 1551. and returned to Goa feeling that he
was needed in India..

·He then departed for China, but died

on the ·i !ay to Chang-chuen on an island near Macao, November 27, 1552.

Xavier 1 s work in Japan was carried on by Fathers Torres
and Fernandez till their deaths in 1570 and 1567.

The

mission work thus be~...1n was steadily pressed and the little
band of pioneers was gradually enlarged by later arrivals.
·T he Japanese appear to have welcomed the missionaries with
surprising cordial! ty.,

"!i thin thirty years of the depart-

ure of Xavi.er there were 75 JesuitS" at work in the Empire,

... --··.

- ---· ~

- - ---

--

---~-

---- - - - --

and the number of converts WR.S estimated as not. short of
1
150,000.
The Jesuits ·m ade a special effor·t t ·o reach the
higher classes and with considerable success.

Among the

Chri·s tians ·;er-e such dignitaries as Takayama Yusho and his
son and successor$ Takayama Ukon, the feudal lords of Takatsuki, Konishi Yukinaga and Kuroda Yoshitaka, ce·lebrated
generals in the army, and a number of civil offici a ls of
rank and 1nfluence.
':~'hen,

2

in 1568,. the Jesu1 ts received pertT11.ss1on to

preach openly at Kyoto, they owed thi.s privilege to the
advocac-y of their cause by Nobunaga.

There was never any

real liklihood of' Nobunaga, vice-shogun, himself accepti.ng
the claims of Christianity, but his .hostility ag-a inst the

Buddhists and particularly against the politico-military
-e-stablishments maintained by the monasteries of Hieizan,
wa s so bitter as to make him more than ready to play off
the Christian missionRries against his foes.

His powerful

protection enabled the missionaries through the fourteen
years of his domination to carry on their work at the

capital without fear of persecution.

Several of his in-

.fluential vassals became ·c onverts of Christian! ty, and

Nobunaga offered no objection when these Chris·t :ian daimyo
cor:1pell·ed their peasant·s to accept baptism.

In 1580 he

even gave the missionaries permission to erect a chapel
within the walls of his new castle in Azuch1.

3

~H. H. Gowen, An OUtline Histor~ of Ja~an, 189, 191.
A. J. Brown, Japan In the ·;lorl :oT' 1'o ay, 268.
0 H. H. Gowen, !E: OutiTne History of Japan, 206, 207.

·- --·-,
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B.

Prohibition and Persecution of Christianity
So did Christianity flourish for

R

time but in the

reign of Toyotomi Hideyoshi in the later years of the
sixteenth century, the tide turned.
Although the crowns -of Spain and Portugal had been
united in 1580 under Philip II, there was still great
commercial r1 valry between the two countries.

Span1-i!h

merchants :·.rere as envious of' Portuguese trade in Japan
as the Spanish Fr-a nciscans and Dominicans were jealous
of' the spiri_tual monopoly of the Portuguese Jesu1 ts which
had been conceded by Pope Gregory XIII, in 1585.
:r·r .anciscans .from Manila succeeded in g8.1n1rrr;

several

admis~ion

to

J-a pan as envoys of the a·o vernor of' the Philippines, and
presently opened a church in Nagasaki.
chievous situation developed.

A painful and mis-

The Franciscans claimed

exemption from the Bull of 1585.

In 1587 came the in-

cident of' the San Felipe, a Spanish ship whose pilot
boasted -l oudly of the -expanding dominion of his
the King of Spain.

mast~r,

''1hen asked how Suain ha.d come by- thesd

v-a'Jt territ-ories, he replied_ tha-t the !!!1ss1onar1es went
~irst

and the soldiers of the Empire followed hard after.

This roused all H1deyosh1 1 s wrath and suspicion, and from
thencefortn Christianity appeared to him as a kind of disguised tre ~l SO.n.

Therefore Hideyoshi made a kind of volte

face in 1587, and the edict of that year, commanding the
Jesuits to leave the country within twenty days, under
pain of death, came as a great shock.

About 120 mission-

---· ----~------

--

-~--- - ~-,

f
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aries were collected at Hirado and ordered to take passage on the next outgoing ship.

The same year came the

persecution, which is marked particularly by "the crucifixion o.f the Twenty-six."

The victims. included six Spanish

Francisc-ans, three Japanese Jesuits ., and seventeen J ·apanese
layrren.

It is no .wonder

th ~.: t

many
of these Christians
'

regarded Hideyoshi's death in the following year with
satisfaction and not without hope. 4
Yet the period of persecution which then began con·tinued with varying degrees of intensity and vindictiveness
throughout the reign. of Hideyoshi and his successors,
Ieyasu and Hidetada, till by the year of 1715, Christianity
in Japan appeared to be almost exterminated.

The causes

for Ieyasu 1 s change of policy, rather than change of heart

was his own personal suspicion
of the mis·s ionaries.

or

the political intentions

This -..vas quickened by reports from

the Philippine I -slands and by misunderstandings connected
with the survey of Japanese waters by the Spaniard, Sebastian., with the help of' the Franciscan, Father ~otelo •

His

other cause was the fact that the Christians as a body
supported the cause of Ieyasu•s enemy, Hideyor1.

5

And so

most of the missionaries were deported, and those who
sought to remain were hunted down like wild beas·t ·s •

?.~any

of the Japanes·e Christians recanted, but mul t1 tudes were
raitbrul to the end.
4 op. cit., 217·18.

5-Jtid-;2'31-32.

They were persecuted without mercy--

. -·------- -· --·----..

6

stripped of their possessions, burned, beheaded, crucified,
thrown from cliffs, and subjected to every other· form of
torture and death that fanatical ingenuity could devise.
Thus, for more than a century, Christianity in Japan almost
disappeared.
eyes.

A few believers remained in

hid~ng

from hostile

Occasionally, little groups gathered and sometimes

friendly neighbors let them live in peace.

Now and then

a daring priest went more or less furtively among them,

giving counsel and encouragement.

But enmity to Chris-

tianity was deeply rooted among officials and common
people.
And then Japan, too, lets fall. the curtain upon her-

self for the space of' two cent1..tries. by the I'yemi tsu' s edict
in 1639.

This was as· .follo-N s:

"For the future, let none,.

so long as the sun illuminates the world, presume to sail
to Japan, not even in the quality of ambassadors, and this
declaration 1s never to be revoked on pain of death."

6

This was the so-called "close door" edict.

c.

Resurrection of Christi·anity

The resurrection of Christianity in Japan dates from

the year of ·the Commercial Treaty.

The promulg;ation of the

treaty ·of 1854 between Japan and the United States appeared

to open the door for foreigners to reenter the country.
a.

Roman Catholic

Though the. Roman catholic church may m.eet cruel per~

0

op. cit., 225.

~-- - - . - 1

. ----.

.

-.-- ____ , - --.-- - - - - - . -- ---- - - - - - - -
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secutlon, it never gives

up~

and it did not abandon its

purpose to reestablish missionary work in Japan.

In 1856,

two French Jesuits, M. Furet and M. Mounicou, managed to

get to Hakodate on a French

war-vessel~

and after a stay

of four days went to the Loochoo Islands, where a struggling mission had been maintained for some years as a base
from which Japan might again be entere-d..
hoped-f'or day dawned.

In 1859 the long-

M. Girard landed at Yedo September

6, and two months later M. Mermet arrived in Hakodate.
Jt.. · Mounicou came to Yokohama :from Loochoo in 1861.

work was vigorously resumed.
arrived. 7

One by one new missionaries

The first chur>ch wa_s opened at Yokohama in 1862,

and three -years later another was opened at

Na ~asald.

Caution iVas still necessary, and in 1867 persecution
broke out.

Mission

a .~ain

'rhere were more deportations, imprisonments,

sufferings, and deaths.

But in 1872, edicts against

Christians ''iere removed.
At that time the

mis~1onar1es

definitely knew of 15,00C

Japanese Christians, and they believe d that there were rnany
others who secretly held to the Christian way
dared t ·o identify themselves with 1 t.

b~t

had not

By 18-87, however,

the Japan Weekly Mail could speak of "a larg& and powerful

mis-sion, numbering nearly sixty Fathers and ove_r forty
Sisters of Charity."

Thirty years later, the nunber of

foreigners on the staff had risen to 352, 'Nith -1 79 Japane-se workers, 270 churches, and 76,134 members.

7 A. J. Brown, Japan in ~ World of Today, 27.1 .

The latest

~

--.-.- -----,

. ---

---~---

------ ......-.-- -·---·-~· --~

a
available report gives- a foreign staff of 500,. including

priests, lay bro·thers, nuns, three bishops, and one archbishop; a Japanese staff of 196; 339 churches and chapels,
and 89,747 members. 8
b.

Protestant missions in Japan

The .first Protestant service of which there is record
was conducted by that fine Christian l .a yman and American
diplomat, Townsend Harris in 1857.

The foundations o.f ·

Protestant missionary work. for the Japanese were laid soon
afterward

by a remarkable group of menw

The Rev. John

Liggins, who ar·r ived May 2,_ 1859 and the Rev. Channing N.
VIJi~liams,

who joined him

t'NO

months later., both of the

American Pro-testant Episcopal Church;. James

c.

Hepburn,

of the American Presbyterian Church, who arrived Oct. 18

or

that same year; the Rev. Guido

Sfu~uel

s.

Verbeck, the Rev.

R. Brown, and D. B. Simmons, of the

Church ~ho landed in November. 9
speedily followed.
in 1869.

~~tch

Reformed

In their footsteps others

One of these was the Rev. George Ensor

Even at this date, however, the missionary had

to be visited by night and in secret by the persecuted
Christians a:fter 1867.

.In 1873 the attitude of" the govern-

ment changed and the prohibition of Christianity was removed.10

There were even Japanese leaders who, merely out of
zeal in the acceptance of the western idea, were moved to
8
0

.
op. cit., 272.

v'Tliid-;-2'77 •
l ~H. Gowe·n, Outline . Histor.z of Japan, 341.

--------,

9

suggest that Christianity be made the national religion.
Happily this merely nominal acceptance was averted and
mission work proceeded normally.
Protestant Christianity in Japan is now represented
by 2,120 organized churches, of which 949 are wholly self-

supporting; 1,703 missionaries; and 904 evaneelists;
188,933 members.ll
c.

Eastern Orthodox !,Ussion of' the Russian Church

Besides the return of the Roman Catholic Church and
the establishment of the mis9ions of the better-known
Protestant churches, the mission of the Russian Church
wus founded at Hakodate, in

~861,

arrived at Hakodate in June, 1861.

by Pere Nicolai. ·

H~

At that time oppo-

s·ition to Christianity was strong, and prop,re·s s was beset
with difficulties and at ·times with danger.

But in April,

1868, Pere conducted with tender solemn! ty a service i ·n
his own rooms in which he adninistered

b~ptism

to three

Japanese.
He returned to Russia in 1870 and started back to
Japan

a~a1n,

arriving at Hakodate in February, 1871.

His work broadened.

Converts carried the Gospe.l to

other places, Sendai amo:n.g others .

In January, 1872,

Nicolai removed to Tokyo, and there began the mis '"' ion.

By 1883 he could report five foreign priests and teachers,
120 Japanese evangelists~ 148 organized churches and a
llKiristo Kyo Ne.nkwan, or "Christian Year Book," 1935.

. .........

---- --- ·-·-·- -- -- -·----- --- - - - · - - - ,
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Christian constituency of 8,863.

He was made an arch-

bishop in 1906, and on li'ebruary 16, 191·2 , he died at the
age of seventy-six.
later archbishop. 12

He was succeeded by Bishop Sergie,

The Russian Orthodox in Japan in 1929 gives the

number of churches and chapels as 114 and of communicants
as 74,206.

The staff is one archbish op, one

secretary~

thirty-six priests, seven deacons, and twenty-nine catech1sers.13
12 H. H. Gowen, An Outline Historz
13Japan Year Book, 1935. •

or

Japan, 274-76.

---- .- -- ---·- -·------
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II.

Sketch or the Life of Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa

Mr. Yusuke Tsurum1 estimated Toyohiko Kaga·.·1a in his
article as follows:

"If one had asked thirty years ago

wh-a. t Japanese was most w.ide·ly known in the world, the

a.ns ·-sve-r·

w ou~d

have been Admiral Togo.

Fi.fteen years ago

perhaps 1 t would have been Sesshu Hayaka·.v a; and today 1 t
would be Toyohiko Kagawa." 1
According to Ts uru.m1, people est irna te Kap;-a wa as ·the
wesley of Japan; as a Tolstoi; a St. Francis; the Ghandi

or Japan; etc.

To understand this man who ls stirring the churches
of the world to action as no rnan has stirred them in genera.tions, 1 t is nec.essary· to unde-r stand his background,
the ·tragic, moving story of his childhood and youth as well

as the stirring and monument e.l work of his manhood.
man and his

-~·ork

tower monumentally today..

The

If his story

had ended with his early struggles, it would have made

merely a story to touch the hearts of men.
Toyohiko
year 1888.

Ka~awa

was born in Kobe on July tenth in the

His father was private secretary to the Privy

Counci·l of the Emperor, one of the high officials of the
Government.

His mother was not his father's legal wife,

but as his father's legal wife had no children, Toyohiko

wa s adopted as a legitimate child.

At the age of four his

father and ~other died; then he was brought up by his

1 Yusuke Tsuruml, King, (Dec~ 1934), 402.

------.,
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father 1 e first wife of Horie, Tokushima province in the
island of Shikoka.

But his step-mother (his father's first

wife) never loved him as- later he explained, "I was taken
to a cold ice-frozen hom-e where I we-pt day and night. " 2
Here he went through the primary schools and at the ap,e of
nine he went to a Buddhist monastery to study the Confucian
classics as most Japanese schoo-l boys study them.

From this

source he learned filial piety--which, alas, wns impossible
f -o r him--and the importance of
of earnest ap_plicatiqn,

_or

11

right relations," of loyalty,
Very early too he

altruism.

absorbed an interest in the Buddhist teaching and services,
with their -s -ense of solemn awe and their dignified and

noble- r1 tual.
At ·the age of twelve he came to live with a wealthy
uncle in the city of Tokushima, entering the middle school
one year below the legal age limit.

Nh1le there he joined

1

an English Bible class of a missionary in order to- learn
English.

This ,.,as. the beginning of the influence of Chris-

tianity upon

hi~.

It was during this period of his teens

that his family faced extremely difficult times, owing to
a moral lapse on the part of his elder brother which led to
f1nanc.ial ruin for the family.

Th-os-e happenings burned them-

se-lves into his- experience and challenged him early to a
co-nsi.deration of the necessity ·for a philos.ophy of lif-e which
should have moral power.
2 Toyoh1ko Kagawa. "Revealing Christ in Japan," Miss·ionar;y
Revi-ew of the World_, (March, 1931 ) , 165-68 •
~----

----- :
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Realizing the boy's distress of soul, his English
Bible teacher, Dr. Harry Myers of Kobe, then in Tokuahima,
invited the young Kagawa out into the quiet of the sunset
glo>'l f·or a conversation.

He brought home to the lonely,

orphaned youth the power of Christianity as a personal religion.

"I discovered," says Kagawa, "my Father in Heaven,

who was als.o in myself t"

And verses memorized from the

Sermon on the mount were also the vehicle of the transforming realization.

Nature, hitherto a fearful abode of denons

to the lad, became kind to him, when considered as the place
where grew the lilies cared .for by the Heavenly Father.

His

whole subsequent life has been one straight-forward progress
from that sunset moment. 3
Dr .Myers r ·e lated the events of these days as .follO\'iS:
"My ·first contact with Toyohiko was in the home of Mr. Kataya~a~

a Christian teacher of English in a middle school.

Toyohiko's .:first touch with Christianity came through Mr.
Katayama, and through an English Bible Class.

One Sund-a y

he arrived at my home in a state of great excitement, and
began to sob as he tried to tell me what t.he matter was.

He

had just read the story of the Cros-s of Christ, a.nd, like the
Apostle Paul, the love of Christ constrained him.
4
day was the turning point in his life.

That Sun-

;3Toyohiko Kaga·,...a, Love the ~ of Life, 172.
4H. ~'!. Mye-r s, "ToyOli'I'l{o Kagawa, -;}a pane se 1,pos tle to the
Poor," Missionary Re-v iew: of ~ 1,'Vorld_,. ( Jl~ly • 1931),
501.

1
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In Febr•.1ary, 1903, he ·.vas baptized, and from the first
he was l intensely active in Sunday school Rnd in all the work

of the church.

Dr. Myers estimated him

~~ ain

as follows:

"His whole nA.ture responded to the app e'a.l.s of Christian love,

sympathy, and purity.

Though still a mere boy, he wa s al·Nays

re a dy to take p a rt · 1.n the· ch urch services or in street me e t1ng s."5
The next crisis in Kagawa's life came at his graduation

:from the m1d·1le school.,

· ~,·hen

study and life work arose.
class o:f 150.

the que sti c··n of ·his further
He had

gr a nuat ~ d

third in his

His teachers and family recognized that he had

a bril.liant m.ind. and they expected him to ncquire -fame and
:fortune in public life.

His uncle want er1 him to

eo

to the

Imperial University and prep are for a diplomatic care Pr.
But he refused it and announced his d e cision to

Chris-t·ian minister.

This idea

or

b~come

a

becoming a Christian min-

ister was s·iT.ply preposterous and could not be considered
seriously by his rel atives.

His family failed utterly to make him
his decision.

~ove

an inch from

Imagine their indignation and disgustS

At

last .his uncle told him that 1£ he wanted to throw his life
away in any such manner, he could get out of the house.
would have nothing more to do with himl

They

And so he was turned

ou.t of his home without a penny, and vrent to Dr. Myert·s place.
Let us quote the words of Dr. Myers again.

"That first

aumme·r was spent l .n my home, and for two months we were to5.£E.· cit., 501.

.

- - - - - - .- -:-·- ---·----.......,
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gether constantly- teaching, preaching, v1sit1ng, and making
bicycle to,~rs thrO'l.Bh the country.~'6
In the autumn he was s-ent to MeiJi Gak11in, a Christian
college in Tokyo, Nhere, after some vicissitudes, he was grnduated from the preparatory course two years later.

Then

he became a student at the Southern Presbyterian Theological
Seminary at Kobe_, where he studied Christian Theology, end
where Dr. Myers befriended him in many ways.
At this time his health was poor and be was attacked by
tubercul~~sis.

Then he spent one year among the fisher folk

of Gamagori, near Kobe, in an effort to repain his strer.gth.

There, he . learned two great lessons that have helped to
shape his after life.

More than once he came face to face

with death, and learned that for him it had no terrors.

His

whole aft f•r life has been spent w! th the consciousness that
he has

11

crosserl the death-line," as he expres·sed 1 t.

The

other great lesson that he learned was to lmow sorr.ethir.g of
the grinding life of poverty, and to love the poor people

amoDg whom he 11 ved.

During this period he started ris

fa~o,ls

biographical novel,.~erossing the Death-line."
Anxiety was increased when on his return to college, he
began goi.ng down every afternoon to the Shinkawa, one of the
worst slums conceivable, a district where some eleven thousand people were living in eleven blocks, as many as nine
people sleeping in a room six feet square.

He was horrified

to discover that in these mushroom cities, physical, ::.or·al,
cit.,
.6op.
- --
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and spir 1 tual health was in1po s s·i ble.

Then he preached on

the street corners to jailbirds, · gamblers, prostitutes, and
drunkards.

His words brought many to conviction and tears,

and they would beg him to he.lp them to live a better life.
At last Kagawa saw that something more than preaching was

needed in su..c h a neighborhood, and when he was twenty-two
years of age, though still suffering from tuberculousis which
he had contracted in his earlier period of great poverty in
the slums, he 11 ved in -a tiny house at Shinkawa,

appl ~ring

the

teachings of the Good Samaritan and the principles of Jesus
in identifying himself with the poorest.

He saw children

suffering from horrible diseases, eyes .streaming with trachoma
or blinded with syphilis.

He saw aged people without shelter

or bedding, and young girls exploited ·1n fac·tories, only to
end in brothels.
He

determind to become an expert in the problems of the

poor,. to· study the sources of this appalling congestion, and

of unel!lployment and overwo.rk 1n all its forms·.

And so .here

he began the work of love and service that crystallized his
life philosophy and made hil'!l so completely identified in sympathy and understanding with the problems of poverty and
moral lapse that he has become a world figure, a symbol of

Ch:t"ist-living in the twentieth century.
In 1910 he granuated from the Theological Seminary in
Kobe and in uay of 1.913., he married a woman whose given name
is Haru Shiba.

She ha.d worked, before .her mar.r.iage in a

bookbinding factory, and came into Kagawa's life as a vol-

. . . . - .J

,j_?

unteer helper in his church.

He was first attracted to her

because of her own respect ror the peonle among whom he was
working.

She exhibited no trace of super:torlty, even to the

most depraved.

She joined him in living in the

slu~s,

help-

ing in his work and sharing in his hardships.
A:f-ter four and- a. half years of incessant work he went
to the United States in September,
ses at Princeton.

1919~

and attended clas-

As in the seminary at Kobe, he left ' the

impression of being a brilliant s -tudent.

After he grad'..la ted

from Princeton University and its seminary in June of 1916,
he studied at the Graduate School of Chicago University
from October of the same year.

D~ing

his stay in the United

States, he supported himself in the summer by working as a
butler in several houses near New York.

He went to the riew

Yor-k slums where he studied the gang system and problems of
poverty among tenement people.

After three years' study and

research, he returned_ to- Japan.

Upon his return, he e.sto_n ished his friends by insisting
upon r-eturning- to the slum districts to live, even on the
first night spent in his own country.

Here he

be~an

st once

the pursuit of his rorrner purpose of reclaiming men to selfrespect and PUller life--a purpose from which no opportunity
·for wordly advantage or honor has been able to tempt him.
'l~is

purpose has been carried out daily, constantly for nine-

teen years, finding- its expression in large social movements

as well as in gospel preaching.

)g

Kagawa•s day in the slures usually began at six in the
morning with a preaching service on the streets, at a spot
where ·the laborers gathered before going out for the
work.

~ay's

This was followed by a round of visits to the sick,

g1 ving financi.al aid to a-s many as possible.

and financed scores of funerals.

He conducted

He took in all who asked

f'or a. place to sleep until there was no more space on ·his
floors, and occasionally one· of his guests would depart cnrrying off' some of his few belongings.

The Sunday morning

meeting for worshi-p -w as regularly held at six o·• clock, as
this was the quietest hour of the day.

On Sunday nights

evangeli·s tic services were held, when the room woulC. be
packed.

On Wednesday nights a prayer meeting was conducted,

and on ,other nights a night school was held

~nd

the boys who

attended were given regular high school courses in a number
of branches. 7
~ometime

during this early slum period, his eyes were

exceedingly weak and painful, owing to his having contracted
trachoma. from a man ~ith whom he shared his bed,

and ~t in-

tervals he has ·s uffered complete loss of sight.

Vet he can-

not spare the time necessary for the long-drawn-out treatment which might bring relief.

He carries in his pocket a

small lens which he places to his eye if he attempts to read.
Considered in relation to the extremely heavy liter~ry work
which he accomplishes, upon which he depends for the support

---

7oo. cit., 501-06.
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of the many social ventures in which he is interested, this
affliction may be regarded as tragic, and in the life of a
lesser man it would be an insufferable obstacle to effective
·.vork-.
He remained there for some years, until in 1923 the-ir
first child, Sumimoto, was born.

Then, in fairness, to the

child, they moved away, though the "upper room" was retained,
and many a night was spent by Kagawa in the district.
All through their married_ 11-f'e

Kagawa~"s

wi.f'e, Haru, has

identified herself with his way of life, and her books as
well as her leadership among women have made her well known
in the new movement for women in Japan.

~xring

her residence

in the Shinkawa slums, Mrs. -Kagawa -became presid-e nt of a

society of working women known as Awakened Women, and published a monthly journal, which flourished until she and her
husband- were called to earthquake ·relief work in Tokyo, when
it lapsed.

At the period of Kagawa's birth, social conditions

were such that forty per cent of all marriage-s ended in

divorce, there seemed ·no possibility of ending the Yoshiwara
system -of prostitution, and women had no voice in the affairs
of the country.

Now all this

char~ing;

women like Haru Ka-

gawa and Mrs. Kubushiro, the leader of the Social ~xrity
Federation, are formidable opponents of those who have grown
rich by vice-, and ar-e among the s-everal fearless leaders in
the movement for the emancipation of women which_ has reduced divorce. and bas largely done away with the Yoshiwara •
Mrs • Y.:aga wa has wr 1-t ten two very intere s t1 ng books, "My Life
as a Maidservant and as a Factory Girl" and "Stories from
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the Slums," recording some of her actual experiences and
portraying characters she knew in Shinkawa.
A new era was open in Kagawa's life when he entered
poll tics, and undertook to organiz-e a labor party thro'.lghout the country, and to rais-e the standard of ·1 1v1ng -among
the- working class.

He began to organize labor unions every-

where, published a labor magazine, and ina,xgurated a campnign
ror universal suffrage and for a change in the government's
repress! v·e attitude toward all labor movements.

The price he

paid for this political activity was two weeks' imprisonment
and a reputation for being a dangerous radical.

It is most

intere.s tlng to know th·at in spite o.f this, his campaign succeeded.
At the time of the earthquake and fire in 1923, he carne
at once to Tokyo to organize Christian relief work, and
brought his little ramily to live in a tiny cottage in the
country nearby, Matsuzawa N.ura.

In February of the next year he was called by the government and became a member of the Imperial Economic Commission.
On November of 1924., he le.ft Japan to study the labor
question in the West,_ lecturing to pay his way, and starting
his journey in Cali.fornia.

Thence he found his way to

Europe and to London, where he made the acquaintance of Mr.
Keir Hardie and of Mr. MacDonald, whose views he enthusiastically embraced. He arrived in Japan from this world tour
in July of the next year.

In April, during ·his absence, hi·s

first daughter Chiyoko wns born at Matsuzawa, near Tokyo.
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On October of 1927, his family moved from Tokyo to Kaweragi,
·Hyogo province.

Two years after that in June, 1929, hia

second daughter Umeko was born.

On April of the same year,

he was given the· degree of Doctor of Divinity from Pinehill
Seminary of Canada.

On July of the same ye-ar, he was per-

suaded by the mayor of Tokyo City to become the head of the
Social 'Sel.fare Bureau of Tokyo, but he -refused the tempting
offer of that position and salary, and consented to be a volunteer worker on a comoission i.f it could be organized to suit
him.

Then his ramily moved to Matsuzawa near

~okyo,

a~ain.

From that time he has been continuously on one or another
government commission, such as the one for economic reconstruction of which the Premier was- the chairman.
In 1930_, he p·lanned and started the movement of a ''Million

Souls," later that plan was adopted by the federation of
churches, and in .1 932 it was extended by a resolution of the
federation of churches.
In 1932 he left Japan for a world tour again, traveling
through the United States.

He spent three weeks in the Phil-

ippine Islands in February, 1934.
seventy addresses and lectures·.

He delivered more. than
He

gave fully twenty-five

hours to committee meetirigs and conferences.

impression there.
Shanghai.

He made a deep

Then he visited Hong Kong, Canton, and

He made a deept impression there, too, and re-

turned t ·o .Japan in the middle of' March.
The next lecturing tour of Kagawa was a vis! t to Aus:t .r alia where he was a guest of the Protestant Church Fe-
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deration at the centennial anniv ersary of the State of
Victoria and the city of Melbourne, with speaking enp;agements also in the cities of Brisbane, Newcastle, Sydney,
Hobart,

Adela~de,

February 18,_ 1935.

Coulburn, and Canberr·a .

He lert Japan on

After le-aving Australia in

l.~ ay

he v!s1 ted

New ZealRnd and on his return trip to Japan, he stopped in

Java .and other islands -in the Du.teh East Indies.

His latest

tour, even now on the way, is a visit . to the United States.
His visit follows a multitude of requests !'rom Christian

churches wanting to hear from him -the doctrine of world cooperation, peace, and brotherhood.

until July

or

From December 18 of 1935

this year, he will go to every part·

United States and to Canada.

or

the

When he is to start· back to

Japan by way of Scandinavia and Siberia, he will be speaking
eve ry day.
Kagawa's life and char8.cter can be revealed fully only
by a study of his work.

In .fact, the man is his wor k .

The

bulk. o~ his sketch, therefore, as contained in the follmving

page s, will outline his contact with the religions, social,
economic, political, and literary movements of Japan.

From

the list of his activities, and a consideration of the part

his personal power:.plays in them, th-ere shines forth the personality of a man incredible in the multiplicity of his
interests and the commanding sweep of his influence.
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III.
A.

His Heligious .,Norks

His Main Belief in

Christ~anity

Preeminent among Kagawa• s many interests- is that in his
work as a Christian pastor.

He is primarily interested in

saving human souls for sonship with God and fellowship with
Jesus Christ.
st~dies,

All his social wor.k. novel

political

activities~

writing~

economic

national and internAtional

interests; indeed his innermost

thou&~t,

spring from a de-

sire to cooperate w1 th Jesus Christ in red-e em1 ng humanity
from selfishness and evil to the glorious life of the spirit
and body of which he has discovered the secret.
Kagawa•s religious work is unceasing.

He wants to teach

true Christianity to the mass; thus he is sireplifying the
Christian message just as Prince Shotoku simplified Buddhism
and gave its essence to the Japanese.

Kagawa is bent on

finding out vthat are the "fundamentals," and his f ·i ve-point
program deserves _c areful. study.
The first point is Piety in Christ.
~e :i 1 te tion

upon the Christian revel.'' tion of God and com-

munion with the personal Christ.

The next point is

by •::hich he means making· war upon vice.

Peace, by which he means war upon war.
labor.

By this he means

~~rity,

The third point 'isThe fourth point is·

He insists that 1abor of the head is as much labor

as that of the hand.
allied to this.

The fifth and last point, Service, is

He insists that men are Christians when

they are worki'ng for Christianity, and by these five funds-
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mentals he is uniting ·all Christians in Japan.

He has

organized a group, the ·"Friends o.f Jesus" upon these fundamentals, and he began -a crusade of the "Kingdom of God"·
· movement.
Thus like a flame, he goes rrom village to village and
from city to city, often preaching eight times a day and commending love as the law o.f life.
"Love is my all in all.
it saddens my soulS

Ah, this famine of lovel

How

In city and country, 1·n hospital and

factory, in shop and on street, everywhere this dreadful
drought of lovel

Not a drop of love anywhere; the loveless

land is more dreary than Sahara and more terrible than Gobi.
When the last drop of love has dried away, all men will go
mad and begin to massacre all who have ever thought of love
or appreciated it.

Behold them armed with guns,

swords~

spears, and even ancient races, hating and suspecting oneanotherl
"Japan is assailed by· a whirlwind of fear, and its organization is shaken from the very foundation.
to say that Japan has no army or no government.

I do not mean
·~.'hat

I mean

is that· there is no spirit .here; the soul of Japan has been
shaken, as was the land itself in the great earthquake.
"The Japanese people are not trusting each other.

They

are tasting the sorrows of the conqueror; they have discovered
that in the very heart of their capital city there is living
a horde of traitors.

in themselves.

The Japanese people no longer believe

This saddens me.

There was a time when we
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Japanese people thought that the na-tion was creat-ed by the
sword; when we used to think that the sword was the soul of
Ja_p an--but that time is no rr:ore-.

Hence-f orth, in the sp1r1 t

of' Japan, love must be r -e gnant.
"Love is the supreme sovereign.
the world.

Love alone can subdue

All those men who dreamed of a world empir-e have

failed; the first Emperor of China, Alexander the Great, Hannibal, Julius Cae.sar., Napoleon, Kaiser Wilhelm--all have
vanished like -a dream.

Conquest by the sword is but for the

mome.n t; 1 t has no valid! ty whatever.
"Love binds society together from

~nthin.

It is both

linchpin and girdle; and love can never be- annihilated.nl
To a growing number there has never been such a broad
application of the gospel of Christ based upon so sweet and
simple a devotion to his person.

The love which Kagawa shows

to the poor and. simple he show s also to those in high places,
like the profiteers who have grown_rlch at the expense of the
poor, whom he must fi ght but will not hate.
In this Kagawa emphasizes still

brotherly love.

~ore

his

thour~ts

on

"-I stand against all learning, all insti-

tutions·, all governments, all arts, al.l r -eligions, which
re.1ect love.

I

prote-s t ag-ainst every so-called church which

preaches faith -and fails t -o love.

I oppose the poll tlci.ans

who rely on force and know nothing about love.

"My soul. whither wilt thou flee. and find an oasis in
this parched. loveless waste?
tain of love?

Where wil·t thou .find a foun-

Child, search not for springs of love in the

deep valleys, nor yet in the bosom o.f another being.

The

spring of love, ah, it must well up in thine own heart.
"I ask., who will love those who .fa.il to love· others?

will they be moulded into personalities, if they do not

~fuen

mould themselves?
~nd

Ah, poor soul, grasp a handful of clay

shape therewith a nose.

Then the eyes, the mouth, and

last the ears--nnd you h ave a man!.

Love is a sculpture; it

is a carving chiseled upon the soul of a man.
"·Th.ere:fore, I do not lose hope, nor do I fear when I see
·this drought in the land.

I

shall dig down deeper, still

deeper into my own soul, and there in my heart of hearts
shall I find the spring of ·love which can never be found on
the surface·.

I

shall dig down to God who is within me.

Then

if I strike the underground stream that murmurs softly in
the depths of ·my heart, I will tenderly cherish this oasis
of the soul--so rare-l y found--and to it will I lead a few
thirsting. comrades.
"·The Kingdom of Love has begun in my own soul; and
little by little it is growing.
grow without sacrific~.

Yet I do not expect it to

A cross awaits me on before.

let the cross, and death, too, comel
of love, I will gladly die.
one way of salvation:
Love.

Then

If it be for the sake

I have only one gospel, only

it is that the cross be overpassed by
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"Through love all things are born again.
all-power~~l.

eternal.
world.

Love creates, rears, leads.

Love alone is

Love alone is

Love created· the world, and Love maintains the
Love is the very essence of God.

~ben

I must

s~ffer,

to Love I entrust my body; when I must die, to Love I submit my soul.

Love is the final conqueror

am Love , s bonds lave .

o~

my heart.

I

Oh, glor 1ous bondage l

"If anv· man desires me to revere him, let him offer rne
love.

To the loving I shall grudge no word

praise.

or· rev €' rent

Even if his love be but imperfect, .for me it is a

revelation and a way leading. me toward God.
there is God.

l.' lbere Love is,

Love is my all in all. n2

Kagawa claims, "I am determined to follow· the steps of
Christ.

It is a new thing to us.

I

want to follow Christ

rather than l!.'uropean established Christian! ty."

3

·He has wr1 tten regarding Christ as follows:

"IT he

had real1.y w-anted to be a king, Christ could have been

one~

Since as many as five thousand followed him, had he once
lifted his banner,. he might have led a

s-ucces ~ ful

revolt.

But inste·ad of the wish to lead a revolution, there was in

the consciousness o~ Christ the will to make up for the deficiences of others, to save them--the solidarity-responsibility consciousness.

Though I myself do not have the

memory of having told a lie, or of having done anything wrong,

2oo. cit ~ , 45-7.
3J. c:--13rown, "Kaga:o.va Diagnoses American Religion, "Chris.t.
Cent. Sept. 24, 1930, 1147.

·'
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and though I

think myself ·innocent, yet when anyon-e else

commits robbery, I feel a relationship to that crime, _a nd that

I must ask forgiveness of God for it.
l -Ike that was truly the King o.f Truth.
Truth becomes God-consciousness.

The Jesus

~ho

thou~ht

The kinp;sh1p of

One bears the

f~ults

of

others on his own shoulders and ask:s forgiveness of God for
them, as if they were his own.

Jesus thought thst unless he

d1d that he would no qualify as a king ..

"Jesus was not merely an ordinary king.

He was a King

who, being a man, had God-consciousness, and being God, had
human consciousness.

A king cannot

task.

A king has ab-

In this sense, Christ is King of the

solute responsibility.

human rac-e .

resign.

_E e must undertake the responsibility for -this

This, then, was the secret of Jesus Christ. and this

we can fit into our daily lives.

The way Christ became the

Atoning Lamb was by his hanging on the Cross and dying there.
And Christianity for me means to dedicate myself to serve
others ev.e n unto death.
way of Jesus Christ.

That,! am convlnced, is the true

Christian~ty

means to save others.

That is the way of the Cross, and the true way of Christ.

4

"Tolstoi was attracted to Jesus by his teaching of love,
and in his turn interpreted 1 t

to many others ·.

And yet I

feel that Tolstol never fully understood the very thing whi-ch
he sought to exemplify, for he maintained that the rnost extraordinary thing about Jesus was his ideas.
4 T. Kagawa, Meditation~ the Cross, 16-7.

I

cannot agree

.
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w-i th Tolstoi in that the ins·tincts can be contr·o llert by mere
ideas.

Ideas alone are valueless.

Deeds must express

the~.

Tolstoi says the Sermon on the Mount is the great thing, but
the actual life of Jesus in which he practised what he preached
seems to me gr r.> ater even th an the .Sermon on the Pr;ount.

Jesus

incarnated love in his ideas, but more than that he was the
very incarnation of love in his practice.

5

"The idea of love was not new with him, but his consistent practice was.

Chr·1st, who shared the heart of God,

was able to say without a shadow of constraint, and with
absolute serenity of spirit, 'Father, forgive them, for they
do not· know what the-y do.'

''This practice is true Christ-

ian1ty."6
Here, he claims again, "The religion of love as taught
by Jesus has no philosophicral theory of knowledge.
love put into: practice.

It is

True religion., philosphy, and science

will appear at the moment when love is put into practice.
we

would see God, we must first love.

ning in the life of

~onecience,

in us the revelation of God.

''lhen we maR:e a begin-

we forthwith experience with-

Jesus· 1 t was who showed us the

first step towa-r d recognition through love.
11

The man who declares that he doe.s not know God has

failerl because he does not love. _ He alone who totes is
able to see God.

For God 1~ love."

7

5on. cit., 21.
6'rt51d-;-l39.
n
7T":"'""'Kagawa, "Love Alone Recognizes, tas~lona.ry Review of
~ World, Sept. , 1930 _,. 659.
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From the point of esteem for the practice of love, k , gawa's thought of a "Cross" comes up.
"In t~e Bible the love of God is revealed on the cross
'.~.'hen

of Christ.

Christ pm1red out his blood upon the Cross,

he set mankind an example before God.

To the extent to which

mankind shows forth love of this sort, it becomes unnecessnry
for the God of Henven and earth to seek for a more
manifestation or love·.

~erfect

If human beings arl"l.mnce to the point

of nouring out their life blood for others. they are then
fully r ·e stored, fully re C07Pre~.

blood of the

Cro.s~r

'~'e

cannot

the

is the purest and .most nrecio•Js blood ever

shed in all history.

This is the blood which is to

kind, to redeem sinners, and make the human

ren of God. 8

no'..lbt thA +;

r.t=~ce

SAVe

man-

into child-

Love is endowed with the oower to redeem nnd

heal throughout the past, present, and future~ every phrt of
the whole.

The supreme rnanifestatio.n of that love is the

blood which Christ shed on the Cross.
for;vqrd,

Christ w~nt stP-Rdily

with God-copscio,Jsness, <and enduren evon the ha·te-

ful .sin of his enemies.
lization of love.

The Cross is the consur.1ma te cryf'tal-

This we reverence; thi~ ·.•m call redc!!:ptior.

love. n9
That is to say, the Cross means re1oic1n~ in the incidental sacrifice ~nd suffering.

"It is not only for~iv1n~ the

folks who crucify us, but even laying hold of the worst of
the sins of modern society, and curing them, redee~ing them,
8

g££· ill·, 107.
Ibid, 34, 406.

adjusting them, and to lift all human beings up to the high
places of God.

In this Cross lies the height of morality

and the he8rt of Christianity.

That is the reRson that Ka-

gawa preaches the doctrines of . Love and the Cross.
B.

"Kingdom of God" Movement

Every great movement comes to birth through the creative influence of a :far-seeing, forward-moving, super soul,

but it grows in momentum and power as it gathers to itself
an ever increasing number of men and women who .catch the

vision and follow the gleam.

Kagawa WRS the r,reat

first caught the vision of the Kingdom

whose courage and faith brought the

or

so~l

whtch

God campaign and

~overnent

to birth.

'file s·l ogan of 'One Million Souls for Chris-t' has been
in the mind of' Kagawa since his vis-it to !<'ranee in 1925,

when he saw the million

H~guenots

there, able to hold

thei~

own and develop their 1nst1 tutions and cul t1.1re and g•lirie the
development of' France in spite of being only a small m1.nority.-

This sight fired his- imaginat_ion with ·the vision of Protestant Christianity in Japan, able to be a central factor in

social redemption

1r

i t could attain the minimum ·number of a

million baptized members.

Then and only then would a Christ-

ian university and adequate educational system, Christian
economics, and a Christian civilization beco~e securely established.

Thus Kagawa's plan was to begin in K~.1shu and

continue northward until he had preached in every section of
.Japan.

The National Christian Conference which was called in
June,

1928~-

to receive the reports of Japan's eight dele-

gates to the Jerusalem Conference-.. -marked a milestone in
preparing the way for the
Kingdom of God
exception

or

camp~ign.

re~lization

of this vision of a

Up until this time Kagawa, with the

a small group of intimate friends and followers,

had been fighting a single-handed fight.

The church was not

be_h ind h1!n nor behind the Million Souls -' Movement.
extra-church movement.

Tt was an

So much so was this true that the

-National Christian Conference, which was made up of representatives from prP.Ctically all of the different Japanese
Christian communions and in a very real way represented the
organized Christian movement of the Empire, voted unanimously
to launch

~

one year's Nationwide Union Evangeltstic Campaign

entirely separate from the "Million Souls' Movement," and
set up a n Comm1 ttee of Fift-een"- to organize ancl put it across.
This "Committee of I<'ifteen" worked in the closest possible
relationship with the National Christian Council, with the
result that Kagawa was invited to become one of the main
campaigners in this one year's special nationwide evangelistic
effort.

This one year's tryout in the far-flung evangelistic

field of Japan brought out two .flaming facts _..

l:o,irst, that

the heart of Japan was hungry, and second, that Kagawa and
his message were the man and the message for this hour in

the history of Christian endeavor in this
lJapan_ Mission Year ~, 19-3 0.

~mpire.

1
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ln 1929 Dr. Mott visited Japan following the Jerusalem Conference, and the conference gathered to meet with
him.

At the Mot.t Conferences in Kamakui"a and Nara resolu-

tions were passed asking the National Christian Cot.lnc11 ·to
carry forward a nation-wide evangelistic campaign "basert on

Kagawa 1 s plan. tt
At the May mee·ting of the Exec'-l.tive Committee of the
National Christian Council this recommendation of the

·Kamt:l-

1-: ura and Nara conferences was considered and unanimously
apnroved, and the Council's Co11ll!lission on Evangelism was
asked to formulate policies and a working program.
e~ber

the co'..lnc:tl in annual meeting

resolve~

In

~ov

to sponsor this

campaign and endeavor to mal{e it a movement in which ·a·l l
Chr~. ~tian

c'hurches in Japan could unite.

On June 7, 1929, the members of the Cornnission on Evangelism of the Christian council and repl"esentatives of the
Kagawa cooperators met in joint sessiOn and after careful
and prayerful consideration voted to set up a central comm1 tt·ee for the purpose of taking over this

11

!f-1111on Souls'

Movement" and aggressively carrying it forwnrd.

This Central

committee consists of thirty members and is representative
of' the whole Christian movement.

The name of th-e move!:"!e.nt

has been changed from the "Million Souls for Christ" to the
"Kingdom of God Uovement."

This was done in order to put

the emphasis not on numbers but on the charact-er of the movement itself.

.

.

. I
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It has rapidly become an all-inclusive Christian
~ovement.

Not only are all the Japanese communions repre-

sented on the Central committee but as far as possible
every Christian organization has a representative on that
directive body.

More than that, an effort is made to bring

every Christian organization into active participative relations with the campaign.
The American and British Bible Societies were both

prevailed upon to get out a special Kingdom of God Campaign
iss.,.l.e of the new Testament.

The Ja'Pa:n Christian Li tera·ture

Society was asked to assume the responsibility for the print-

tlng and the c.irculat!on of the Kingdom of God Weekly.

Th.e

Japan Purity Society and the Japanese W.C.T.U. has been
asked to furnish speakers for local campaigns on the reform

issues v1hich come within their special fields.

'l'o ·the

Y.~f.C.A.,

the Y. W. C.A., and the Christi·an Endeavor Society ha-s been

assigned the task o.f' mobilizing the Chr·istian youth for the
campa1gn. 2
Dr. Kagawa gives three reasons for starting the "Kingdom of God 1lovement • 11
terrible communi-s m.

They are as follows:

"l''irst, we had

Nowhere· in the world is there so much

communism, outside of Russia~ as in Japan.
on communism are p".lblished every year.

Thous~nds of books

Secondly, we were·

facing a crisis in the Christian church, because some mis-

sionary forces were withdrB.wing rapidly.
2 0 p • c 1 t • ' 1 Q30.

--- -

Thirdly, our church
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membership was decreasing."3
Then he explains about his plan and his determination
as follows:

"My plan for the movement, which hns thus far

been. carried out according to the scheduled time and bids
fair to continue, is- a schellule of social orgnnizat.ion to
establish the Kingdom of God on earth.

It has three as-

pects, one to be launched in each time of the three years
of the first time-schedule of the Movement:

evangelism in

1930; e-j ucation in 1931; and chris tianizing economics,

through starting christian co-operative societies, in

19 .~ 2.

1bis attention to one thing at a time is due to the exigencies of organization, because it requires time to start
anything of value.

Each of these features is to go on per-

manently until its specific goal is reached, and moreov er is
to lead on to large accomplishment in its particular field.
Evangelism is to continue until the million souls are won to
the churches.

Education is to continue until five thousand

lay pre a chers have been trained. · The first goal of the
economic program is to win the eighteen. hundred ex1st1ng
churches in Japan to active participation as br ., nches in a
nation-wide system of mutual aid s.ick insura-nce societi e s;
then 1 through that small entering

weng~,

to induct the

churches' members into the whole cooperative syst-em.

By

the time the itnr:le'~ late nU!!leral goal have been reached, the
habit
3T.

t~ill

have been es·tabl1shed in permanent social organ-

Kagawa, ''Facing a Cr-isis in Japan,
of the ''i'orld, Oct., 1934_, 465-67.
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Missionary Review of'

ization.

So the movement will go on for ever."4

A.ccording to the main .features of the program, he gave
us more details as follows:
is

1

?fuat shall we preach?'

1ng only the salvation

~f

"As to

~vangelism,

the question

In the past we have been prsachthe individual, but now the time

has come that ·the Kingdom of God must be

pr~ached.

need

·~~e

the salvation of the individual soul, and we need also the
salv at ·ion of society as a whole.
three things:

In the Kingdom we have

the ruler, the citizens, and the law.

In the

Kingdom. of God, Christ is the .ruler because he is the lover
of sinners, of the weak, of the fall.en.

As to its citizens,

we must preach that .e ven sinners, and babies and the sick,
and women and even outcasts can enter the Kingdom.

As-

law, the redeeming love of God is the only law, and

servic~

to the least, and lov0 for our

fello\~en.

to the·

But we need not

only to preach, but to prac·tice the Kingdom.

·"!hen we start

to put this movement into practice, it becomes a very slow
movement.

Therefore we need the ed,J.cationa.l side.

'":e

must

give a solid basis of thA aspects of the Kingdo~ of God deep
in the heart of the boys and girls, and without the educational side we cannot conquer Japan.

I have found that where

we have good mission schools it is eas 'r to preach the Gospel.
But our educational work has been chiefly for the ciddle
class, while ninety percent of the whole population of Japan
are vary poor, even though they are well educated.

,.;'h en vre

Kage:.va, "Three I;~a:tn Obje·ctive·s of the Kingdom of God
I1~ovement," International Review of )!.issions, July,
1931, 333-44.
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want to preach to the masses, we must have different types
of schools, like the farmers Gospel Schools.

The boys

1

and

girls • high schools are not meeting t ·he need of society.
Graduates must get jobs, and so we need technical schools.
We need now five thousand lay nreachers

traine ~

as Christian

organizers, as evangelists, as organizers of cooperative societies, and as skilled lead-ers- in their own_ occupations,
whether agricultural or otherwise.
sand vill ages in Japan.

There are t welve thou-

If we could h·:;. ve one lay preacher

to each vill ag e, we should have a great movement in Japan.
Eighty percent of all the villag e s are unreached as yet.
F orty percent of all the towns are not preached to y-et.

can 1 t we- go to those untouched place-s ?

·--ny

We must have education

to train twelve thousand lay evangelists; but right away we

must have five thousand.
simple gospel schools.

For th a t purpose we must have
We need men who are tent makers end

preachers at the same time.

Can't we organize a standing

evangelistic Christian gospel institute?
the faculty,

Have maybe five on

and ar_ra:nge for them to travel all the time,

spending a month in each locality.

~:chat

we need today ar-e

simple schools and a loving movement--a movement for loving
others, serving their needs with sewing schools, cooking
classes, etc.

That is the way we can go into villages, and

it is the same with the fishermen.

Comin~

Go and serve them.

to the social side I ask you to start coopera.t i ves • "

5T. Kagawa, "Definition of th_e 1:1ngdom of God !;:oveme!lt,"
Friends or Jesus, April, 1930, 16-7.
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Thus, 1930 saw the organization of new methods of evangelism with the goal of winning a million new baptized Christians to the churches.

These methods of evangelism include

interdenominational cooperation, mainly of the ordained
clergy in 1930, in eighty-five di_strict committees and a
central national committee; and, in the second place, the
production and distribution of cheap
within the reach of the poorest.

C~istian

literature

The Kir..gdom of God Movement

newspaper, which had a circulation of thirty-one thous a nd
copies weekly of paid subscriptions, was of a literary standard within the reach of the average factory girl.

It sells

for a sen a copy by who l esale rates to the churches and to
many others who were aiding in its distribution.

The ten

sen books of two hundred pages or so by KagawB and other
wr iters in a million copies and more than three million
leaflets which were distributed free were more adequate presentations of Christian truth, se-lling widely to the educated
and re a ding public all over the country.
For 1930 the oi'ficial statistics of the Kingdom o·f God
hlovement were:
262,344

people~

10~278

me e tings, attended by approximately

and addressed by about fifty different

speakers sent from headquarters on 630 different occasions.6
The first stage of the program of educational organization was -a conference held on April 8th and 9th, 1930, in
Tokyo for setting up of plans £or peasant Gospel schools.
6T. Kagawa, "Three Main Objectives of the Kingdom of God
Movement," International n eview of Missions, July,
1931, 333-44.
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These were short-term, non-equipment schools, lasting but
for a month, were full-time,

~nd residential~

They utilized

fArm vac-a tions and were adapterl from the Danish folk h1.gh
school plan.

The objective for 1931 was to secure the tra-

velling faculty and to schedule schools in the nine .main
districts.

These peasant Gos.pel school train organizers of

an improved sort of ch,Arch--a church as a social unit.

they set. a program o.f three months 1

;

urban Gospel schools, adapted to the

.evening~

n~eds

Then

non-ro.sidential .,

of labours and

other employed persons in the cities-, modelled after Kagav1a 1 s
labor school in Osaka, aiming to train half of the five thousand lay preachers who would be needed ln
·rhe first such school

~vas

to ;11ns

and cities.

held at Aoyama Collee;·e in

Tok~ro,.

and others were held in several ci tJes late r .
These s .c hools teach four main S'.lbjects:

The New Testa-

ment., the history of' Christian. brotherhood, biblical agriculture,_ and the cooperative movement. 7
In

19~2

Ka~awa

started Medical Cooper atives.

At the

fourth social confer ence of October, 1930, a d-e finite plan
·N as made~

It was Understood that the first six months of

1931 were to be spent in research, and 1 ts- latter half in

promotion, so that by the beginning of 1932 all necessary
preparations would have been made for immediate operation
of the mutual aid system.

This system was intended to in-

duct the church members i ·nto an ac,.ltual and convincing ex"Fa.c ing a Crlt!1-s in Japan, ' 1 Missionary l\eview
of' the ''!orld, Oct., 1934, 465-67.

7T. Kagawa,

--
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perience o:f the cooperative system of so·ciety.

Regarding

this cooperation, Kagawa explained as follows:.

11

Such uni-

fication in one national society is necessary to secure the
large membership required for successful financial operation.
~~e

·pastors are to be the active agents, cooperating with

district committees, and they with the national connnittee.
Membership is to be limited to Christians and inquirers who
join at the rate of thirty sen a month and receive in return
Y.40 a month in case of illness.

This sum covers actual ex-

penses in most illness e s in this co 1xntry, and so meanwhile I
am starting a physicians• and nurses' utility cooperative

society to put medical treatment on a basis of service and.
non-profit-seeking."B
Kagawa went around speaking at mass meeting for about
three years.

He had probably pr-eached to altogether more

than a million people and decision cards were signed by about
sixty-five thousand.

Many could not be followed up,

b ~lt

there were some nineteen thousand additions to the churches
per year ...
After three years' existence, the Kingdom of God l.-1ovement was permitted to continue two years· more by the Centra·!
Committee of the Kingdom of God Movement and the
Christian Council.

l~ ational

Then they took a more active role as the

Christian crusade again.

8 T. Kagawa, "Three Main Objectives of the .Kingdom of God
Movement," International Review of Missions, July~
1931, 333-44.
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At last in 1934, the Kingdom or God

~ovement

as an or-

ganized Christian crusade was drawing to its close.

The

goal of one million Christians, which Kagawa feels- that the
church in Japan must have before it can become a moulcing,
nirecting force in the total life of the nation, has not been
realized.

But he had no hope that it could be realized with-

in so short a period...

As he said, "officially the Y.ingdom

of God Movement will end this year (1934), but though the
churches stop the movement officially, we shall carry along
this movement till we die. " 9

This was his goa.l for an on-

going Kingdom of God Movement in Japan which should know no
time limit.
More than one million people, ho\vever-, have attended
the evangelistic meetings held under the auspices of the
movement ..

Approximate-ly 750,000 of the.se were non-Christians.

Of that number, between 30,000 and 40,000 publicly enrolleo.
They enrolled themselves as inquirers seeking further instruction and g>.lida-nce in the Christian way.

It is difficult

to know just how many of these have definitely a-llied themselves :•1ith the church..

It :is significant, how-ever, that

since this movement was inaugurated the annual baptisms
throughout the Empire have incre-ased.

Not only has tbe

movement beeri a great evangelizing force through the messengers it has sent up and down the land during this period,
but also through -the printed page 1 t has carried the mes·-

9T .. Kagawa, "Facing a Crisis in .Japan," t!issi-onary Heview
of the World, Oct., 1934, 465-67.
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sage where its messengers could

~ot

go.

6,500,000 copies of

the K-I ngdom or God Weekly have been published and -sent .into
every part or Japan.lO
One of the most significant accomplishments of the Kingdom of God Movement has been the blazing of pioneer paths
into large sections of the hither-to untouched rural field.
In recent years the industrialization of Japan had been
carried forward fast and furiously.

This had caused whole

flocks- of the population to trek from the farms to her fastexpanding cities.

Forty-four perce-n t of the population is

however still rural.

The Kingdom of God Movement from the

beginning set up as one of its goals the driving of a wide
entering wedge into this long-neglected area.

It adopted the

strategy of trying to capture the nation's almost twelve thou s ~·: nd

rural villages by evangelizing and training potential

village lay leaders ·.

One hundred s h ort-term Pe-asant Gospel

Schools had been held in twenty-five different
either under the direct auspices of the
assistance.

prefect~res,

~ovement

or with its

b ach of these schools has p,athered some twenty

or twenty-five young men_ and women from as many

villa ~ es

Christian leadership in their re sp e c·t 1 ve villages •

for

over two

thousand rural young people have been enrollefl in the.se
schools.

r;1ost of these have gone ba.c k to their villages and

started something--a Sunday school, a Bible class, a rean ing
circle~

a recreational

10 Christian Year

~,

center~

a better-farming lecture

1935, 24.

cou~se--anything to give Christ a
Du~ing

chance in their villApo.

the last two years the nov e rnent has made a

special effort to reach the student centers.

Speakers

specially qua.li:fien to speak to students and to co•.msel them
regarding life problems have been sent to nearly one hundred

educational 1nst1 tutions.

Fifty thousand students a·ttended

the meetings adrJressed by these spealrers ... ll

c.

"Friends of .Jesus"
One o-r the phases of Kagawa's work as a Christian

preacher has found expression in a Vouth
sa·N the young people drifting

am~y

~.; overnent.

Kap:awa

because the churches dtd

not afford sufficiently varieo activities or culture to hold
their interest.

In Oct., 1921, he organized an order of the

Friends of .Jesus, which was something like the Christian

Endeavor Society, aiming to help the young people ·in and
outside the churches to more Christian depth and breadth-d~pth

oi' sp1r·1 tual at t air..ment and bre-a dth of social vision

and service.

It is

define~

by himself as Franciscan in its

spirit of poverty; ..Jesuit, in its loyalty to the church; and
Protestant~

in its creed.

Some of the r.1embers have never bee·n baptized as rr:embers
of any church, though of course the grea-t majority are
church members.

But at any rate it is a band of men and

·.vomen scattered all over the country who dedicate their 11 ves

11 op.

~·,

25-7.
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to following Jesus in helping their fellown:en.

Loyalty to

the church and love of' the poor are their main tenets, and
its fundamental principles are:
and. Service •

Pi·ety., Labor., Peace, Pur 1 ty,

These words, Kagawa explained as meaning per-

sonal religious faith;

love-motiv~ted,

constructive toil;

inner harmony attained through the full sharing or life,
with limitless self-giving; cleanli.ess and simplicity of
life; and friendship to the poor and to all needy people. 1
The members undergo a novitiate of three years, and
during that tim·e they promise to study the Bible-- -- The Imitation of Christ, Pilgrim's Progress, and the history of the
persecutions of the Christians in Japan.

Fr·om fourteen rnem-

ber s, the membershi_p has grown to 1, 300, 7vho, in the! r res-pective towns, meet for worship at six A.M. on Sunday rnornings , and then attend regularly the service of the particular church to which they belong.

At present these

orders have organi.zed at Kobe, •rokyo, vsaka, and Yokohama.
Kagawa is leading the thinking of these groups toward a
program of Christian socialism.

lH~ E.- Fey, "Looking at Life with Kaf:awa," Chr1_st1an Century,

March 12, 1930, 331-32.
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Social Works and Movements

IV.

A.

'

Christian Socialism
Like Gandhi# Kagawa feels that religion cannot be kept

out of politics or

econom~cs.

"It is living life fullyy it

is Uving up to life; thi.s is politics, economics, and re-

ligion.

Without God

eter·nal."

t~ere

is not any life, for God is life

He se · ~ the immense bearing upon history of my-

stics like Fox, l).resley, Tols toi, and Xavier, and he believ e s
that religious fire in the hearts of the Japanese will solve
many problems.

1

At the same time, he knows that t ·t is ne-

cessary to get at the root·s o.f the evils, and he calls himself a "Christian Socialist" of the lineage of Maurice and
Kingsley and Canon Barnett.
"From the beginning I was a socialist, not in a
ialistic sense, but in a spiritual sense.

mRte~-

I arn a Christian

soctalist. 11
He :10lds no belief for state ·socialism.
generation is basic in his t~ought and work.

Individual re-

But he beljeves

that· the kingdom mu.st utilize every resource of science and

must make social institutions ready media .for the s'9irit of
Chr·i st.

Kagawa is trying to sp.read ideal Christian! ty among the
lower classes of .Japan, seeing that hitherto the greater num-

ber of native Christians are recruited from the intellectual

1 K. Saunders, "Toyohiko Kagawa, the S t • Franc i s of .Japan.,
P acific Affairs,

April~

1931, 308-17.

11

and middle classes, and that the mass or neasants,

fisherme~,

miners, and working men remain utterly indiff'erent to 1 ts
doctrines.

So he claims, "God dwells among the lowliest of

men • • • lie throngs with the begga rs at the

He is among the sick.
God vis! t

A

••

pl~ce

of alms.

Therefore, let him who would meet

the prison cell before going to the tewple·.

he goes to church, let him visit the hospital.

Before

Before he

reads his Bible, let him help the beg g ar at his door •
• He who forgets the unemployed .for~ets God." 2

Kagawa conceives of society as a solidarity, a family
with joint liabilities, and. all 1 ts members, even de.fecti ves

and criminals, are an i ·ntegral part of l t.

Then we of the

twentieth century must have sense that the individual must
enter into social solidarity in ord e r

to save society.

And

the fundamental consciousness of social solid a rity must have

a spirit of divine Christian love.
He says again, "?lha t we ne ed today i ·n our soci a l move-

ment is the man who can b e ar the Cross and who can love others
RS

L~rist

loves him.

The most difficult thing is to recon-

str1..1.ct society so that we c rm forgiv e others.

To give op-

portunities to tLe minority, to .forgive those who sir. against
us--to forgive them and rede·em them--and to die .for those who
harm us, that is the ideal, and Christ did that. 3

2 "Japanese st. Francis," Missionary .Review £I ~ Worln,
November. 193.2 , 600.
3 11 outstanding Christian i ·n Asia," Miss.ionary J< eview o.f the
':iorld, September, 1928.._ 749.
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"Christ went steadily forward, with God-consciousness,
and endured even the hateful sin of his

enemies~

is the consummate crys·tallization of love.

The Cross

This we rever-

ence; this we call red8mptive love.

Redemptive love redeems

and makes up for the sins of others.

Through this redemp-

tive love the

peopl~

of the world have been saved--no one

knows how many millions of them.

In social re.constr'.lction

this redemptive consciousness is imperative.

Since a sin in

any nart of society affects the whole, someone must a-ssume
responsibility for the whole.

Therefor-e, unless the· Cross-·

consciousness is reflected in us, we cannot bring about real
social reconstruction."4
Therefore Kaga·.va claims this .regarding the social movethat "rlhen we commit ourselves· wholly to our love for

ment:

.s ociety, and join the ranks of the lower classes, we must
always keep a clear consciousness of atoning love.

To share

in the redemptive purpose of atoning love and in the movement for soc..ial reconstruction, we must have Christ-conscious-

n.ess."5
S.o Ka.gaua does not believe in violence.

He has +:her-e -

fore alw ays set his face against Marxian theories ..
Karls Marx, according to Kagawa, has rour points to
explain modern economic problems.

They are ·really a useful

analysis of our pre-se·nt economic patho.logy:

4T. Kagawa, Meditations· on the Cross, 26.

5rbid, 146.

1.

The theory of surplus value

1~e rich, Marx says, keep their capital turning over
anl1 over like a snowball wh.ich rolls over and over in the
snow·, gettinp: bigger and bigger. That is the theory of
surol'.ls valu~.

2. The big snowball that accumulates is the accumulation
of capital.

3. Thus there comes concentration of capital in the hands
of a fe'N people.
4.

And because of that there come..s class strug;rle.

To reconstruct this present society into a better one, Uarx
suggested to employ a revolut1on.I6
Kagawa is oppo$ed to this theory.

"But merely to flash

nistols without purifying our desires and getting rid of our
bad instincts will amount to nothine.
gr~ss

can be won ·in that way.

No real social pro-

Covetousness and

~reed

are

rampant in the world today, and we shall never get true
social reorganization nor be able to establish the true
economic state, until we conquer this greed with the spirit
of the crucifixions.
"If you threaten the existing economic system w.1 th the
sword, its cove·tousness will shrink in momentarily as an
amoeba shrinks ·uhen attacked; but when the s '. vord is withdrawn, it will immediately grow out again.

Therefore un-

less we repent from the bottom of our souls, as Christ
t.au.ght us to do, we can never reconstruct society.

7

I6Kap: 8 wa's not very accurate paraphrasing of h~arx must be
- considered in interpreting this analysis.
7T. Kagawa, ~ Economic Foundation of :?orld Peace, 11.

· "Economics has from the first developed upon th e basis
of the principle of
1.

e.~

variation,

growth~

p:rowth~

one of the

thre~

a-nd selection.

factors of life,

l,ow the life of

conscience is based upon selection,. but the pr.inciple of
growth lacks direct relation to that of selection.

~ here-

fore, ethical life and economic life have in modern times
become widely separated.

For economics implies· that force

which makes one thi.ng grow to be one h .lndred, and in t!le
1

capitalism of modern times this element has dP.v·e lope.; astoun 4ingly·.

That· is, modern capitalism has developerl upon the

basis of mass production by

machinery~

If there •.v ere no

mass production there- would be no capitalism.

~uch

.But bet·-."'een

mass production and the life of conscience ba3ed upon selection there is no direct rela tion.

Hence, in modern

capitalism the life of conscience has become sadly d11llerl.
Marx, observing the passing of this dulled life of conscience over into the capitalistic life of mas s production
which rushes madly for mere simple equational aup;ur:tentation
and increase, declared that all culture is established upon
an economic .founda-tion, 1. e., upon the principle of growth.

Na turall v.1, since Marx la ckert the creative vievl of econo:.11 cs
as based upon the development or life, his economic theory
contains grave irratio.nali ties.
"If we argue from the principle of growth, then it is
evident that struggle is detrimental to growth and never a
guarantor of' evolution.

And everyone- knows that our modern

~echanical civilization has not been bestowed upon us by

50
~truggle.

Strife is useful for demolishing, but it con-

tributes nothing toward invention and discovery, i.
toward inner psychical development.

e.~

Hence, the attel:lpt to

ef·fect economic organization solely through class strug;1:le
If it be admitted

will undoubtedly end in colossal failure.

that there are situations where class struggle is effective,
these must be cases where for the cause of humanity· some
parasitic thing has to be removed from a productive class
(1. e., a developing class) in order to guarantee growth
and

pro~uction~

In such situations class

believe, justifiable.

But

t

struggle is extraneous.

is, I

cannot think that strug1.le is a

permanent condition in economic life.
strug.o:le Ls temporary.

strug .~ le

Growth is eternal;

Growth is an inner process, while
Following the inner urge, humanity

takes the way of self-determination.

Pursuing the extra-

neous will perforc-e mean yield.ing to chance, for the good
is not necessarily pres·erved by fighting. "a
Then he claims also, "The transformation of environment,
or social revolution, is really no more than the first premise to the cr ~ ation or the human soul; but Jt- arx, by em9
phasizing the premise und'.lly, forgets the souls of me·n.
"From my experience of living among the poor, I am
opposed to the idea that it is enough to change their outward environment,. or to distribute material ~oods or cash
BT.
Kagawa,
Love _
the_
Law
o:f.Life,
a
._
- - 1·63-65.
··· Ibid I 57.

.,

!-11

· among them-..

The economic

a~pect

is only one phase of hu.l!lan

. fl.ctivity_, and we can never re-o rganize society from that
s·t and -point alone •

The fa '.11 t s of men m'.ls t be swept a way.

, Social reconstruction is impossible witho'.lt seeking first a
· deep spiritual awakening."lO
Kagawa's theory of labor is similar to many of his other
tho'.lghts:

"The process of life is labor.

should enjoy labor.

I

Therefore._ man

am opposed to the system of industry

which makes a. mere 'human machine'" of labor and laborers.
Labor is not

1'1.

commodity to be bought and sold; 1 t 1 s a plan

of God to be respected and honored.

Lqbor without God is

useless or harmful effort, a treadmill that brings men to
no · goal.
~ith

A life without useful employment is not in accord

God's will, for a man must get a

through labor.

Paul

says~

realiz~tion

of life

'If any will not work, neither

let ·him eat.' 11
11

B'.lt at ·present, labor deprived of love becomes a

nainful servitude.

The selfish life of the modern man, so

removed from the benefactions of Nature, demands an excessive amoung of labor, with the result that labor bas become
completely mechanized.

Labor, therefore, is no longer for

love, but has come to be thought of merely as the

~otive

power required to increase the returns on capital •• • • But
when the capital of ·n a tural bounties began to approach exlOT. Kagawa, ~ editations on the Cross, 156.
ll"Gospel Interpreted by Life-;-"" Missionary fteview
;,vorld, october, 1923, 805.

.£!.

the
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haustion, the content of capital by degrees become human
and internal.

Capital came to be thought of in terms of

hurnan C[' pac_ities and the products of the combination of

rne-n 1 s labor •

Thus, la bar has be c orne the so 1 e great found-

stion of modern society.

The cause of the upsetting of labor

movement is to be found ab.sol'.ttely in the transfo.rmation of

social life.

As a result, even economic problems have

acquired an essentially

s~bjective

character.

The nrices of

commodities bGve come to be regardei as base, upon the cost
of

But lRbor itself has lost its old

l~bor.

delight.

f~sclnation

And

And men, in .grief at this mechanization by which

they are forced to spend their lives in the making of mere
merchandise, are deprived of loving creation through labor.
Co nc omi tan tl y with the me chaniz_a t ion of labor., quest 1 ons of

hours of work and o·f wages began to be noisily d1.scussed.
".ben labor was done for love, men did not grudge twenty-fo,..tr
hours a day of work, but when labor's aim was altered to the

production of merchandise, men began their attempts to evgde
worlc • • • • Economic movements are devices in the art of life.

These devices are the designs of love.

~ben

labor for the

sa-ke of love was no longer known, labor degenerated to r.;ere
mechanical production, and the
the result.
unholy., the

'~forking
r.-~ost

un~illing

labor of today is

under a capitalistic system is the most

disgusting thing in the ·world.

For to

men's efforts are ascribed only the value of machine power·Mechanical p-ower, when damaged, makes no complaint, but
human beings air their disconte.nts.

Therefore, cap! tali sts

5?>

tend to discard man-power and to substitute for it various
·types of machines.

Yet, with the installation of machinery,

the demand for man-power has also increased.

And thus,

massed humanity is being oppressed by machines.
"•ro effect

e~cape·

from this oppression various social

have been organized.

7:0Ve~ents

One of these attemots has

been to bring about the collapse of capitalism; another, the
attemot to evade work: by combination in the method of the
strike.

Yet~

I am certaf·n that strikes and class struggle

will not redeem mankind.

The destruction of caoital1sm will

not be accomplished b_y burning out ·the capitalists.

~ociPty

achieving a more nearly perfect organization of
out a guarantee of capital can a better

Only by

econo~ic

with-

system be

created • • • • The real trouble is the dearth of love.
is the only wealth.
ourchase love.

Men will sp-end anything in orner to

If only love be bestowed upon us, every

economic problem will be solved.
creation.
trade mark.
sible,

an~

Love

Labor is love's highest

Labor is the activity of exnression.

Love is its

:.H tho,J.t labor the perfecting of love is impos-

without love labor is excruciating.

ment for socialism aims at restoring love to

So the move-

labor~

and

labor to love." 12

In opposition to the Ru-ssian plan of l .abor, Kaga·Ra
"Marx's idea is merely on the fighting level.
program for the .future."

s ~ ys:

He has no

Then Kagawa explains his e-conomic

12T. Kagawa, ~ tb.e Law of~· 204-07.
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problems, "We remember that under the present system we said
that buyers had no power to control the situation
the accumula ti.o-n of capital.

create~

by

tiow in the Coopers t1ve Syste!!l,

buyers and sellers are all the same persons, and buyers exert their normal and rightful power to control the operation
of commerce.

Therefore we must have good Cooperative untons.

Then no one will suffer from exploltat1on." 13

In here, Ka-

claims that by organizing good Cooperative Unions, we

g~wa

can get rid of the four char9cter1st1c problems of economics
vhi ch as analyzed by Karl 'Marx are:

ploitations; accumulation of capital;
p 1 t a 1.;

and class s trup;gle.

these would disappear.

Surplus va-lue from exconcentrat~on

of ca-

With the cooperative s-ystem

As always Kagawa preaches that this

cooperative system must stand on the principles of Christian
Kagawa declares, . "Lenin spo'ke of being •.1nder the ban-

love.

ner of Marx, but I want to challenge rnen everY\.Yhere to foregather under the banner of' the Cros.s of Christ. nl4
.B.

Pacifism
Kagawa is a pacifist because of his religion.

His

philosophy of non-res_istance is based on the Sermon on the
Mount.

He declares, "Faith in God is the fundamental guaran-

te~ that the ethics of non-resistance is nracticA.b1e • ''
13 1, • K agawa,

The

The F"ounda tion of '!!orld Peace, 11.
'C'Q'Operation,"
trterary .Digest, February 8, 19:~6,
4
1 ''Herald of

17.

victory of spiritual over material force is "God's inter-

vention for man through personal! ties."

For

Kaga·.va~

the-

principle of non-resistance is nevP-r merely passive; it is
qctive and creative.

He says, "But if we trust in the sal-

vation of God--and if we feel that we want to be saved, we
must also net as the messengers from G~d."l
During the days of the

Russo-Japan~se

war, one evening

a self-constituted tribunal mPeting in the shadow of the

Christian church in Tokyo, brought a young Pacifist to trial
for his monstrou-s conduct in speaking against war.

The

prisoner was Toyohiko Kagawa, aped sixteen.
Here is his story:

"'Vhen I was sixte-en, I

·.rokyo to study in the Presbyter-ian College.
t~ree

There ·N ere only

pacifists; two brothers from south Japan ann I.

were clever fellows and kept quiet, but I

didn't~

night the student's assembly decided I was to be
was call-ed out to the b t? ck yard
were the students headed by H---

addresse(l me.
~ar

went up to

~

So one
ju~ge~.

I

the seminary and there
a senior.

It

w~s

ha who

'Do you say Japan m<> de a I!listake to declare

against Russia?'

fellowl

or

They

'Yes,,_ I renl1ed.

-1 You. are a foolish

Now obey our orders!'

Thereupon one of the students came up and s tr•lck rne on
the cheek.

Being

.!:i

Tolsto·ian,. I didn't resist.

I have for-

gotten how many times I was beaten that night, and I ca~e

1 r:. Takenaka ~ "Kagawa as a Pa c 1 f1 s t, " 'Vor lrt Tom or_!'_?~, Dec • ,
1931, 396-98.
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back to my room very lonesome and unhappy.
keep quiet as they ordered me to do.

But I didn't

I preachect pence more

than ever." 2
This is one of his episodes as a Pacifist.
In 1921 he organized a Order, known as the
Jesus."

~Friends

of

It is rnodelled after the ancient church brotherhon~s,

Rnd rerp.1ires a

thr.e e-year novitiate, having three classes,

The l''riends, the Brothers, and the Servants.
aims of this fellowship is the

"~ar

on war."

One of the five
He was also

the founder of the National Anti- 1!far Leag'J.e at the time when
the Tanaka Cabinet was planning to send an army into Tsinan,
China, in 1928.

This organization embraces not onl:v the r-Ie:ht

wing of the labore-rs and the propertyless class, but progressives in the ree;ular political parties, scholars, religious
leaders, and literary 11ghts.

Thi-s league adopted a platform with these three planl<s:
1. We are opposed to war and all nrenarations for wAr.
2. ne are opposed to all aggressiv~ imner1nl1st1c political, economic, and upltft movement~.
3. ~e are opposed io the advoc ~ cy of ag~rARSion, to
imnerialistic utterance and to the oppression of wP-aker
p.r~ups ~nd peoples. 3

Supported in this by ·the left-·.uing Doli tical part1 es,
he courageously led the movement in snite of the rnisunder~tanding

of this
~ere

and opuression of the government.
lea~Ae

Before the r.:ecting

in Tokyo bills urging an attack

circulated~

upQ~

his 11fe

and during the course of the meeting he was

2oo. cit., 396.
~ · v. Axling, Kagawa, 103.
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pl&ced under arrest to prevent his assassinatio_n.

The lenr;ue

is still continuing its nork but mainly through the platform
of a

pPolet~- rian

party and the

l~aga'Na

evangel! st·ic program.

t;eedless to say, he has been and is an inspiration to
members of the JapDnese branch of the Fellowshjp of Reconciliation.

In 1930 hA was the only Japanese to sign the manifesto
presented to the League of 1at1ons against military conscription.

Othcr_s signi.ng 1 t included 'l'agore, Gandhi, Ein-

stein, Homaine Rolland, and other eminent leAders in the war

on war.

This put him at the top of the black list

a~ong

the

ultl·o.-nat1onal1sts and the militarists of his own nation.
One of the most interesting of Kagawa's
activities is his peasants' gospel

schools~

multJt~dinous

where young men

from the co•.1ntry are educqted in Chr1st1anlty.
p~cifism

is an integral part of the curriculum.

Teaching of
In the

school, Kagawa advised the boys to resist conscription for
mill tary training.
they protested.

"Then we should have to go to prison,"
4

"Better go to prison," was the reply.-

It is Kagawa 1 s firm convict-i on that t1'1e best ap:ency for
pe~ce

is the labor movement.

He places

littl~

confidence in

iso_lated peace propaganda on the present capitalistic b&sis,
and he wishes to avoid the mistake o-r e :-:pending

enth·~siasm

in preaching per; ce as a substitute for the more difficult
task of changing the present eco~omic order; hence his effort
4K. Takenaka, "Kagawa as a Pacifist,~ ~orld Tomorrow, Dec.,
1931, 396.
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to attack -this problem

con~rtructi vely

through pol_i tical

parties and thro,.lgh the organization o:f c-ooper a tive ero•1ps
in the -church.
th ~ t

Regarding world peace, he claims

unless we have the

Mutual Aid Cooperative Movement it is absolutely
to have world peace.
as follows:
Pacifists.

impos ~ ible

He classifies four kinds of Pacifists

"The first we might classify as Sentimental
They are emotional.

The-ir ideas are very good.

They don't like to fight.

I like that kind of sent1_ment.

They have good feelings and l.denls, but the y are very individualistic, and with their good

~eeling

and their good

emotion, t h ey don't see through the Boctal turmoil.

There-

fore, when some bad situation comes ar-ound -they h::tve no influence, and that kind of movement dis a ppears after a short
period.
·I 'he second we might classify as the Moral PAcifists.

Some conscientious objectors belong to them.

! very much.

They are couraeeous.

Tr~ ey·

stand-point is individualistic also.

I like them

have vision.

But their

It is very difficult for

this point of view to gain p:eneral sway thrO'lghout society,
enough to convince society to stop war.
'l'he third group 1 s that o-r the Ha tiona.l P a cif1 s ~s.
s uch are t he promoters- o:f tbe League o:f Nations, ·the 1'! orld
Court at the Hague, etc.
idealism.

These

~ovements

from rational

'l'his r •:.tional 1den lism is very good, but unf.o r-

tunntely it lacks economic foundation.
!economic

ca~e

found~tion

Unless we have

based on the Cooperative Movement, it

is impossible to have international peace.
The ·f ourth class might be called Economic or Coopernti-ve Pacifists.

Now in these foregoing groups of el'!lotiona.l,

moral, and rational pacifists none of them come nown to the
bottom of war.

As you probrrbly understand, most of the wars

of the 19th and . 20th centuries came out from economic problems.

Unless we attain to nermanent

pe ~ ce

in the sphere

of economics, it i _s dif'ficul·t t ·o ·have social welfare -and
world peace."5
Thus
oe ~ ce

Kaga·~:a

describes his ideal in the way to world

as follows:

foundation of

pe~ce

1111

/e must give the peonle the economic

•••

w

There lies the economic question.

Unless we have bette-r understandings- between nations about
the economic question, i t is utterly difficult to have world
pence.

So we Christians must direct our -e nergies more to-

ward the solution of this economic problem,. inte_rna t1onally,
than merely to the
fism.

1

CO!T'.r:!onsense' and plausible talk of pac.1-

How can we cooperate economically?

we have, to begin

with, customs' duty among nations, and tariff competition
which is

tro~bling

them.

Unless we can abolish terif'f wars

between na tlons, 1 t is very· dif'-:f'icul t
• • • This is a serious question.

to h :::.ve world ne !'.Ce.

I think that unle·ss we

have economic cooperation between nations, the next war will

come; because wars come from economic reasons.

5 T. Kap;awa, The Economic Foundation of ··•or ld Peace, Aug. -,
1932, 64-5.
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"I am against war.

I like the sentiment~l pacifjsts

because they are aga1ns·t war; I like the rational p a cifists'
scheme for world peace; and I like the moral nacifist for he
has co'.lrage; .b ut unless, in addi t1on to those three points,
we provide economic schemes, it is very difficult to stop
the next war.

How can we stop war?

They way to stop war is

by Cooperative Movements--by cooperative inte-rnational trade,

cooperative marketing.
have a

wonder~~l

Between Denmark and England they

scheme of cooperative international trade.

If we can have that kind o:f cooperative scheme, ·probably the
next war will be postponed externally.

And if we Christians

do not move toward the cooperative idea, our Christian movement is a very abstract movement.

We believe in the Incar-

nation,--that the Spirit of God took· h'.liDan flesh; and we
must have the Spirit of God incarnated into economic schemes
and projects.

I believe that only thro'.lgh Chr.is·tian idealism

will the Cooperative Movement come into its: own. " 6
So his fundamental idea for world peace is to apply the
cooperative scheme to the nation's

~"fhich

is b n sed on Christ-

ian principle-s and the Christian love of redemption.
Kagawa is no "white-livered" pacifist..
of the militant type.
spiritual warfare.

Hi.s pacifism is

He has a ke e n taste for moral and

He is a fiery ide a list.

.He has been

called "The 1igi tating Poet,." so as one of his poems on this
S'.lbject runs:

6op. cit., 66-7.

)
ol
~\'hy?

My tears fall-------·.\nile the people are wanting
.food., and starving·
Heartless militarists make war
upon them!
Nandering in the hills are
men and women,
Hunting firewood and praying
i'or peace.
Do the militarists know these
gentle henrts? 7
1

C.

( 1)

Poll tical P..ct1 vi ties and their Movements
Re·la tion to the Labor and Peasant Movement
The problem of labor and modern industry is one of

the great fields of Kagawa's work.

The

w~rtime

and after

has plunged the Japanese deep into the bog of labor and industr1al troubles, and Kag·avra has been foremost in lifting
them out.

In August, 1918, came the "·rice .riots," when the comrr.on
neople and the outcasts, rebelling against the exorbitant
price of rice· and other necessaries ca'lsed by profi tearing
and the exploitation of labor, rose in their rage and wrecked
rice shops, money-lenders• houses, and warehouses in a score
of cities ...
In the winter of 1919 Kagawa investig-ated the coal mines
and lectured in Osaka on what he had seen, but the authorfties forbade him to publish the most damning facts,

'7T. Kagawa, 111.-ftly?"
1936, 50.

~

Missionary Review of the "'orld, Jan.,
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tending to breed revolution.
The study of social conditions in the slums len. Kagawa back to their sources in the povP-rty and
of the farmers in the rural districts.

r~.ost

b~nkruptcy

of the down-and-

outers irt the alums drifted there from the country villages
lind from the ·l aboring classes..

They are the farmers who have

gone bankrupt, or the factory laborers tragically affected
by the four characteristic features of uroletarianization;

insecurity and·unrest, dependency, lack of credit, and 1m•
permanency of residence.

He has studied the causes of po-

verty: and found that while formerly 1 t was due ma:tnly to
some physical or moral disease or. defect, its .· p,.reat causes
row are the conditions produced

by

the industrial revolution,.

these concomitants- of machine labor and large-scale production which do their deadly work 1n spite of the individual
worth of those who ·a re pauperized by them.

"The more I

studied slum psychology,n he says, "the more I realized that
we must stop them by curing their cause • .••

'I we·n t from

the s.lums to· the trade union movement because I wanted to do
1
away with poverty in Japan and to destroy pauperism."
At this point Kagawa determined that the liberation of
the laborer was the only way to abolish the slums.

Imnelled

by a sense of divine call and a deep emotional drive, he set

out to play the role of an emancinatorr

63

Kagawa WR s the man fop the hour.
laboring folks.
'!il

th them...

He had suffered with them.

D~nth

Pe had wept

He- knew then better than they knew themselves.

Their cause was his cause.
r~~-ore- over,

He had lived with

Their battle was his battle.

his 11 fe in Shi.nkawa and his novel, "Across the

Li.ne,"

W 11ich

everyone was Peading at the time when he

stepped into the arena as the champio:n of the working-folk,
foc~sed

every eye on them and their

-~hen

ca~se.

he organized the first real labor union in Japan,

during the greot Kobe dockyard strike in .Tune, 1921, he was
sent to prison for the act.
the Police

Reg~lRtions,

workers was for -b idden.

For at that time Article 17 of

the association or organization of
Kagawa and the band of comrades he

had gathered round his pers-isted in the!-!' efforst w_h en he w-as
releas-ed under police serveillence_.. and in 1925 the famous
Article 17 was repealed.
He was the chief mover in .forming the Japan l<'edera tion
of Labor £rom the Yuai Ka1 (Laborers' Benefit Society),
-roundefl by Bunji Suzuki.
time says,

A contemporary wr:tting at this

"If Suzuki is the father of the labor mcwemP-nt

in Japan, Kagawa is the mother--his heart, his soul, his
svmpathy-, his understanding of the laborers are ltke that of

a mother--a wise rnother." 2

But there ·have been dis_rupti ve forces at
in Japgn no longe~ presents a united front.

2 w. Axling, Kaga:rta, 49.

work~

and lR bor

Five gre2t
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national groups are now in existence, of which the Japanese
Federation is one.

While

~ndeavoring

to keen the

factions unified, Kagawa himself has been the
force, standing against

ex~· rerne

methods.

~ain

variou~

steadying

Again and again

when the organized laborers, goaded by some fresh oppression,
have urged some radical move, his influence has held them
back from violence.

Kagawa and his colleP.gues have succeoded

in building up a labor movement of the type Df the British

~.

.

;

J ;:
lli .I '

I~~ i
i• 1I

li~~

l

i:

:l
i ;.

Labor Party of Ramsay MacDonald, moderate,_ evolutionary,

.l;

pledged to parli.ame-n tary action--a labor movement which has
directed its concentrated energies into getting manhood

s~f

frage and bid_s fair to use it well in the future.
Side by side with the movement among factory laborers _,
Kagawa has promotec1 peasant unions--organizati-on of the agricultural laborers of the same nature.
Fifty perc8nt of the eighty-three millions or the ponulation of Japan ar-e engaged in farming.

Each farmer .has but

two and a half acres, and the tenant must pay to his landlord
an average of 55 per cent or the rice crop as lanrl rent., and
sometimes as high as 60 or ?O . per cent.
own farm implements and fertilizer.

He must

provid~

his

His efforts to do col-

lective bargaining with his landlord to change these impossible conditions are o·ften met by a rural lock-- out--tne
revocation of the right to cultivate the land his forefathers hEVe tilled for centuries.

An_agrarian revolution was impending when, in Oct.,
1921, Kagawa brought seventy-two delegates from thirty-four
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provinces in Japan to his little slur.t chaoel, and orp:anlzed
the National Peasants' Union of Japan.

Its first two hun-

d-red member.s grew to a m-embership of over twenty-five thousand '.'lith headquarters in the Kobe, Y.M.C.A.

.vas "socialization of the land."

The motto

The 1.1nion demands in-

eluded a decrease in the rate· paid to the land-owners from

55 per cent to 30 per cent of the crop, and the legalization
of the right to cultivate the land.

They protested

R~ainst

the present feudal-lord relationship and advocate:'l a radical
change which would give them economic and social 1ndependence. 3

As Kagawa was not a rarmer, he asked his friend, Motoj iro

S'.lgiyama~

to ·be the president o.f the Peasants-' Union.•

In A9ril, 1922, the formal opening meeting of the Farmers'
Union took place at the Y.M.C.A. Building in Kobe.
,~.' hen

the Communists came into Japan, the peasants

turned Red, and took money from Russia.

So Sugiyama re-

signed, and he and Kagawa started· a ne·;,r union of' the peasants and calle -1 1 t the Pan Japanes-e Peasants' Union which

today has about thirty thous 9 nd members.
Ka~awa
beca~e
____,

the head of the Osaka Spinners'

Union~

the

adviser of the reorganized Pan Japanese Peasants' Union, and
the leader .of the laborers and peasants who have not sup-

ported the Red program.

3G. Hutchins, "Kagawa as L a b o r Leader," Chri.stian Century,
Oct. 28, 1926, 1328-329.
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Political Career
Since bef'ore the beginning of the twentieth cent•try

there has been a movement in Japan f'or obtaining unlversnl
manhood suf'frage.

It was not until the labor movement

bP.~an
I _

to back this rnovP-ment, hovtever, that 1 t

acquired

mOTY~Antum.

In 1919, just afteF the organization of the Federation of
La bar, Kaga ;va conducted a whir 1-wind

t 'lfO

weeks ' c ampal gn,

beginning at Kyoto,. Kobe, and Osaka, and. f'inishing in Tokyo,
which aroused the entire country about manhood suffrage.
Since that time Kagawa has taken · a more active part in politics, speaking and writing for the cause of uniVA,rsal suffrage, for the improvement of' the conditions of' the working
classes, and for social re·f 'orm in general.
The price he paid f'or thi.s poll tical a cti vi ty was two
weeks·• imprisonment and a reputation for being a dangerous
radical.

But the interesting part of all this

campaign succeeded.

is

that his

The property qualification was removed

and tbe franchise was extended to nearly the entire male
population in 1925.
Factory laws were radically revised, hours of labor
·.vere cu·t down, and li v1ng conditions were revol~ltionized
under Kagawa•s leadership.

Then in 1925 the law against

trade unionism was amended granting Japanese laborers the
long-fo~ght-for legal right to organiz.e.

Duri:1.g the sa.-ne

yeer Kagawa was ready to organize the first Farmer-Labor
Party of Japan.

In this, in order to achieve a unified ~ove

ment, he a ttemp·ted to coonerate with :more radical elements •

!

'

'

.

I

6'7

But Communists are

speci~ically

excluded.

This Farmer-Labor Party wa.s based on three principles:·

1.

The emancipation of the 9roletarian class in the social

and political fields; 2.

reformation by legal means of the

it

~

n;

I

1

·J: I

)-'fr ' !.
I '

system of production and distribution or the land;

3~

re-

L !!
;[ ·; I

i ii : .

construction of the parliam·e nt-ary system and abolition of

:t:

~ ~· •
'.'

'· '

'( ..

the old political parties representing capitalism.!
Kagawa made a very thorough preparation ror the organization of the proletarian
1 t was necessary to

polit~cal

investiga.t~ -:; the

party.

He thought that

labor parties of Great

Britain, Germany, Holland, and Europe; so when he was invited
to lecture to the students of the Pacific Coast, he went
farther and studied. these polit-ical movements in various
countr.ies, and he became the acquaintance with. Keir Hardie
and Ma cDonald, whose views he enthusiastically· embraced at
London.
But while he had been away eight months in Europe-, Soviet·lsm had eome into the party, and had brought t.o them its
peculiarly aggressive plan of the 'cell system.'
rival home he found tha t

On his ar-

~act.

The seven big national unions were repres ented on the
executive council, and the leaders were genuine labor
There was opposition within the

co~1ncil

le~ders.

in the use of dem-

ocratic methods, some maintaining the necessity of methods of
1 a. Hutchins, "Kap,awa as Labor Leader," Christian Century,

Oct. 28, 1926, 1328-329.

!
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dictatorship.

Before l .o ng both Kagawa and Sugiyama re-

signed, and the original Farmer-Labor Party split into four

groups--the Social Democratic Party, the Peasant Party, the
Labor and Peasant Party, and the Farmer-La.b or Par·ty--the

last named of which was suppressed by the Government as be·ing
too close to the Hussian .Soviet.
A·s· to his political activities, Kagawa ·has helped i .n
the

c~~paigns

of labor

~enbers,

in the organization or a labor

party, and in a federation of labor.
c~ndldate

But he refuses to be a

for office, or to join a political party, but seeks

to unite the more moderate elements o.f labor into a movemen·t
of constructive and free criticism of the conservatives.
At the modernized election in Peb., 1928, Kagawa worked
his hard·e s t with pen and speech to ga 1 n the r e tur·n to parliarnent of six Christian candidates, emphatically refusing

his own

candidatur~,

and declaring that his role in politics

was to send abler men than himself to the Hou-se to forward

social reform.
(3)

Relation to Government
In the early days of Kaga·.':a' s leadership, he \v.a s .fined,

imprisoned~

and shadowed by the police wnenever he addressed

a meeting.

Yet, in spite o~ this, "his co·~rage, integrity,

i

f:

'·
·'.
~!
' ;

and ability were recogniz.e d, and the suspicion forr.Jerly felt
by the Gover!l.TT1ent has been so .far· over-come that his advice

is now so•.l-g ht in ·11eighty matters of labor and industry.

After the disastrous earthquake of 1923, he was made a me~ber

I
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I.

M
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of the Imperial Economic Co~~ission under the Premier's

l. · •.

pre-sidency, and later, of the Government commission on Un-

·' '

~-:~

',,
]

!

employment.

Later he became a member of the Commission on

Labor Ex·changes, and .o ne of a committee of seven to study
emigration.

In 1925 the govermnent, moved by Y.ae;a·na' s. words.

and writings, "The Psychology of the Poor" particularly set
itself to wiping out the slums in the Empire's six largest
cities--Tokyo, Osaka, Yokohama, Kobe, Kyoto, and

a period of six

years~

Na~oya--in

and appropriaten $10,000,000 for this

.pur-pose.
The winter of 1930-31 was one of the darkest which the
city of Tokyo has ex?erienced.
throes of a financial slump.
busi·ness and industry.
bounds.
s~nds

open.

·The whole nation was 1n the·
The bottom had dropped out of

Unemployment· was growing by le:1ps and

The poor were in a pitiful plight.

By the thou-

both the unemployed and the very poor slept out in the
The city was spending· :S5,000,000 a year on 1 ts pr-o-

gram of social relief.
staff of over eight

Its social Welfare Bureau had a

hundred~

but i t was not grapnling with

the situation.
Mayor Horlkiri wanted a man who would put the Bure-au on
an efficient basis, enable it to come to grips with the
crisis, and put on an effective program of relief.

The

f,~ayor

urged Kagawa to become Head of the city's social ~ elfare
Bureau and help him and the city to cut their way throu~~
the crisis.

The salary would be $9,000 a year and an. auto-

_m obile for· his own use.

Eap;awa at the time was engaged in a

i .
"i :
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nation-wide

evan~ elistic

crus a de.

He could not see his way

to accept the headship of the Bureau.

He, however, never

turns a deaf ear to a call of distress, and, according to the
mayor's second proposition, became the Bureau's chief adviser.
refused.

The mayor's offer of a salary of $9,000, he absolutely
The· mayor a sked for the res.ignation of the head of

the Bureau and left the post vacant in order to give Kagawa
a free hand.

The new chief adviser wa s thus virtually head

of the de pa r trnent .1

In this position he dealt with relief work, s·, nitation

problems, and the development of social centers.

He pro-

vided visiting nurses, established dormitories for the

children

or

school age, and pl., ces for the parents to sl eeo.

IIe started eleven new social settlements in as many sections

where the ne e d was the greatest.

In five months he had prepareiJ and put through the city
council a scheme o.f unemployr.1en t insurance by which the city 1 s

civic unemployed are registered at the Municipal Employment
Bureaus and guaranteed work or given a grant every third day
during the period of their enforced ·unemployment.
(4)

Statistical

2

~ ork

From the beginning of his ·;rorlc in the
seen the importance of accurate

l ,_,_,. Axling ,_ Ka.s;z:a';Ta, 90-2.
2Ibid, 90-.2.

infor~ation

slu.~s

}'.).l g a wa has

upon which to
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base his social efforts.

In 1928 he instituted a research

bureau which gives 1 ts at·tention to the investigation of

~ I
1: i

n

1

I

· ~.

I
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~
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any trying economic problem in \"lhich the vi tal interest of
the poor and oppressed are involved.

Public service· have

availed themselves more and more of this bureau, Just as
Kaeawa uses

fig~es

obtained by government agencies in his

\
I

rI
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i
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.speeches and writing.

Japan has excellent

gover~~ent

statis-

i

• I

·: : !

tical records of the birth rate and death rH te, of s1 cJ.:n~ss,
of trade, and other records available.

At present an

.

I
I

1~-

portant and extensive study into the cost of living in
Japan, involving the keeping of several thousand family
budgets , is being undertaken by the gove-r -nnen t.

Fu t Kur;a wa

has use for a study o·f human values other than those which
the

gover~~ent

can investigate, and with characteristic

thoroughness, he proceeds to obtain what he needs independently.

!.

Directed by Kagawa, Hatta, one of the members of his

I 't
' li

I ;It

I •

bur·e au, is spending a great deal of time in the statistical
investieations required as a backgro~nd for a book Kagawa is

'.Vri tin:g on psycr..ological economics.

Economics has been con-

s·idered from the point of' view of materialiso in the past as
a study of prices, machines, and cnpi tal.

-Kag-a.·.va asserts

that demand and supuly, the basis of economics, are both
derived from human nature, and that the human factor in
economics is much the most significant.

He proposes to st'J.dy

economic problems from the point of view of life, labor and
·personality, and thus to edjust such difficulties as t~ose
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arising from mechanization of labor. 1
D.

His Educational \Vorks
Kagawa 1 s principles of love in relation to education

were formed in the slums; where he discovered concretely the
effect of environment upon the people, and how largely a
child's capacity for learning depends on nutrition and sleep,
o~

his psychical conditions and antecedents.

He was forced

to the conclusion that "-s o long as thes-e slums exit, which
are forever scarring the souls of the children, it will be
impossible to

c~eate

a finer, higher type of humanity."

Yet

the reformer must focus his ·hopes and aims· on -the children
under twelve, who offer the only plastic material for genuinely creative- educati_o n.
Kagawa, himself, ·::hen he teaches children, approaches
them as an artist, intent, absorbed; not presenting to the
child's mind a model to be copied, nor trying to adapt him
to a predetermined mould, but seeking to reach something in
the child's soul which as yet has not been discovered.

He

affirms that education in_ Japan need s to be reconstructed by
nLove_, the eternal teacher;" to be delivered from the regimented system of its secondary schools, and committee to a
nrocess that will be "sponteneous, psychological, ethical,
~

and in the true sense, re~igious." 1
}T. Kagawa, Love the Law of Life, 32-3.
M. Kent, "Toyohiko Kagawft,"Ilibbert Journal, July, 1930,
720-31.

In 1910 he got up at five or earlier in the mornir.g un:..!
f~t

taught· one boy alone for fmlr hours contin•.Io'.lsly.

first

it was simply for that boy, and then he :.ddecl onother
The first has ·become a · noted pastor~ a lay pre :1 cher.

second. pupil is his wife.

This school p:re\"•, nml

The

.·.-~·s

the

,..,
cause of the success of the cooperative Movement in Kobe.~

In 1921 he started a l2.bor

sc~ool

in Osnka.

were ta•.1ght two hours an evening for thre 1· night.s

~t•1rl0nt~

The
r!

11e<?:k, 11nl1

continued only three months b -efore the students grad'.l3 ted.
But many of the proletarian candidr.tes for the Japnn ·:-~e Vtet
have co~e from this school and even a greater number of prr-

letarian representatives of the City Assembly of osaka.
In regard to this school, Kagawa says, "I p;ave money
out of my own pocket to start that s·chool, and w ~ ·nt.e' ! to

make it Christi a. n, but· the tide of the Labor t~ovenent c'1ane-ed,
and the school is .not based on Christian! ty a-t all now.

!' •.It

through starting 1 t, I have reali zed how m•.1ch such a Lnbor
School might do for ·the Gospel, so I

am honing to utili:::·e

such. schools, making them fortresses for Cr~istian ev~nfel1s~
among the industrial and proletarian c 1 asses.

n3

On Febru~ry 1st, 1932, the Typical Gospel School in
Japan for cit-y lav-men and la~r-women was started in Tokyo

with an enrollment of one hundred and sixty-eight nupils.

Y.a~awa

"Three

Jo.~ain

Objectives o-f the Kingdom of God

Moveme~t , 11 International Review Ef llissions, July,
-~ -

·--~

1931, 333-44.
Kaga '.Va, The Eco.norni c Foundation

s:_f ~~~·or ld Peace,

A

ug • '

1932, 60:--

.

'

In 1923 Kagawa established kindergarten and nurture
school at Honjo, Tokyo., in the name of "Hlka.rl no Sono,"
("Garden of the lights 11

).

Then again ·in 1926 he started the peasant Gospel Sch ool
ror farmers according to the Danish folk high school plan in
his own home in the rice field in KawaraGi near Osaka.

·r h ey

welcome only fifteen pupils to the school at one tine, ntr.1-tnr
to mal:e the instruction intensive and intimate.

Though the

school lasts a month, during that time the fifteen students
live with him from the first to the last day.
They have four hours of lessons in the morning.

The

first i.s Bible study·, one hour each day, thus finis:h:tng a
bird 1 s-eye view of the Nevr Testament

YTi thin

the !Tlonth, end

preparing the students for more intensive study after their
return to their homes.

The second subject is Agric'..:.lturnl

Science, taught by Sugiyama.

The third subject is villnpe

Sociology or the reform of the villag e from the Christian
view-point.

The

fourth subject, in their morning schen~le,

is the history of Christian brother~ood.
In the afternoon they have studies of nev1 skills in

manual labor, s uch as carpentry and o thBr handicrafts •

In

the evenings there are lecture-s on the social problerr..s of
the villages and on a variety of cultural and practical sub.
t s. .4Jec

4

op. cit., 59.
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Many of those ·t;ho come to this school are ·the elder
sons of farmers, who by re 3 son of the Japanese family system
are r -equired to st'.ldy on the fari.ls and cannot leave home for
longer periods of higher

ed~cation.

To them this one-month

school in faro vacation i .s the great experience of the-ir
lives.

They become organizers of these activities of the

coonerative socif'ties and of .Bible clA_ss-es, and often the

:t

I'

!l

~

:_

simultaneous organization of these activlties is sufficient

i

i .

f

!

-~ t '
•

!

to transform a hitherto decaying village into a revived and
propserous one.

Such a school costs

Y.300~

This includes

the provision of half the board money for each student.

They pay ·the other

r~lf

and their travelling expenses.

This

sum is to be met locally in each case by the promoters of

the Peasant Gospel School itself.

' ·I

Every year since Kagawa has held this school he has

askeo Motojiro Sugiyama to be the princ1pal4
school were- in operation in 19-30.

Fifteen such

Hissionar-ies and pastors

coooerate in promoting such school locally, use existing
equipment of churches or mission buildings, and loc-al rr.en or

faculty.

'.~!bile

-·
local initiative was thus
encouraged, it has

been found through nuch experimentation that such schools
should have help from a member of the

head-r~uarters

staff' or

from a traveling fa.cul.ty.

on

March, 1934 Kagawa operated Musashino Peasant Gospel

School in Matsuzawa near Tokyo.

?6

E.

Cooperatives
"Cooperation" is a word that has come to be peculiarly

identified with Kagawa in Japan.

Everything he undertakes

is done in cooperation with those directly concerneo .

This

is the constructive secret of his social work in the slums.
One of his

gre ~ test

achievements for the laboring classes is

the establishment of' "cooperative societies" for the purchase~

production, and distribution of the necessities of

lira, and movement is spreading throughout the

He

e~pire.

threw himself' into the building of cooperatives, just a-s he
had thrown himseli' into the organization of farmers and
labor.

He showed

the ~ people

how to build cooperatives and

then told them, "This is Christianity.

This is the rule of

Christian brotherhood, and this is how it works."
T~ere

were already cooperatives in Japan.

In 1200 the

~-

' ·~ '

-. l

first cooperative law in Japan was

passed~

and under it

there have developed cooperatives and cr edit unions.

But

Kagawa vitalized them, brought out the basic tenets of consumer control of the economic system.
union movement.

He remade the credit

He added to it marketing and purchasing

services.
First let us look at the philosophy of his cooperative
movement.

He criticizes capitalism and cormnunism,_ thus:

nThe world to ':': ay- is weighing in judgment two economic systems, capitalism and communism.

There are some good features

of capitalism which should be recognized as having made contribution to modern life, ar-~ong them the princinle of free

~-~

I

trade, the historic destruction of serfdom, and emphasis
upon individual fre edom.

Capitalism has, however, pro-duced

ev1ls which now threaten to overbalance all the advantage.s
derived therefrom, and seeking to supplant it there appears
the doctrine of communism based chiefly upon the principles
of revolution, materialism, and the rationing of goods.
"Communism, too, ha s some good features, chief among
which is a more equitabl-e,. presumably classless distribution
of material goods among all workers contributing to production.

The evils of communism are principally those involved

in the abandonment o-f the practice of free exchange, and in
the loss of freedom in religion and ethics, especially the
·repudiation ·o f nonviolent rnoral:i ty.

For connnunism, 1 t ·

develops in practice, is fully as dependent upon force for
,.

ac ~ ieving

its goals as is capitalism in preserving its

privileges.

~e

need the best of both the capitalistic and

communistic systems. 11

1

In the early days of Soviet Russia and Fas.cist Italy,
both were opposed to coope-ratives, but now both countri-es
have adopted ·the cooperative system.
as follows:

Why?

Kagawa claims

" '.\'hy is it becoming so app-arent that the co-

operative movement is the best economic foundation for any
state, fascist or communist?

First, because even totali-

tarian statehood must recogni.z.e the individual and some
place for individual initiative and freedo~ in any pro-

lKagawa Fellowship Bulletin, A-pril, 193·5,. 1.

,.
,·
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gressi ve s.ociety; and. second, :b e cause cooper a ti vea make tt.is
possible while at the same time assuring social control for
the good of the whole.

Both communism and fascims or state

capitalism have discove-red that when all . factors in production and distribution are completely socialized or

~ationa-

lized along political lines, labor efficiency is grently
reduced.

Furthermore~

revolutions always occasion more

deaths by sts.rvation than by battle.

i

Always those forming

.
i

.

.

the new regime are favored, a condition which inevitably
leads to class privilege, whether of the proletariat or

o~

the b01.1rgeoisie, thus defeating the very aim of the revolutionists.

~e

need a state or social order in which no ex-

ploitation is possible, no
capital or

privilege~

com~tition

and no accumulation of

no class strife.

If no

exploitation~

then no proletariat; if no accumulation of capital, then no
unfair distribution of wealt :1 and. privilege, and therefore
no class war or other conflict.
kind. of a state?

Now how can we get this

Only by the cooper.a tive r.Jovement., which is

Christianity in action socially and econo>:iical.ly.

"Both fascism and communism insist on ratior..ing the
necessities of life, but equitable rationing is impossible
from one center and over large areas.
far from Moscow.

The Ukraine is too

Similarly the attempt to commandeer labor

in large areas and in large-scale· production has resulted
only in a new and worse type of serfdom.
bargain-system must be used.

Some for~ of the

And yet we must avoid the un-

controlled competition of capitalism.

Only the cooperative

II
!

i

r::J , ,j

I
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system of socialized local production and of fre e exchange
betwee n such cooperative groups
example, where the cooperative

~akes
syste~

this pos s ible.

For

is functioning ade-

':1,Uately, as the produ·cing ·farmers bring their goods to the
city market, the utility coopera.ttves give them a retu.rn for
their produce on a basis of justice,. good-will and social
r

I
r

solidarity.

gain for self is the best economic theory ever discovered. 112

Then he insists upon the importance of cooperation be-

r

I

l
I

The Christian principle that serving others is

tween producers and consumers as follows:

"The great un-

'

solved problem. of capitalism is over-production and poor
distribution.

This is bec G.use of lack of cooperation between

r
r

producers and consumers.

Yet mere revolution against this

has availed little because every revolt thus far in history
has been a producers' revolt against unjust control of production by privileg·e d groups.

But producers themselves

constitute only from 25 per cent to 50 per cent of any
population, and when the other 75 per cent or 50 per cent
who are consumers find their interests are not served by
the new regime's control of production, they cease to sup port
it.

In the Paris Commune -in 1871 the workers took over the

industries and
failed

utterly~

produced~

but they had no markets, and they

Russia suffered for four years because of

not understanding the importance of

cons~~ption.

Ruskin's

scheme in England failed miserably because producers and

2 on. ~·, 3-5.
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consumers did not cooperate."3
Kag·a wa counts seven kinds of cooperatives:

l

1
1

-~

Procl'.lcers,

Utility, Marketing, Consumers, Credit, Insuranco, o.nd r.•utu.al Aid C<?operati ves, and explains, "These soven ty·pc 3 of

cooperatives

e~ch

various aspects:

l

and all make contact with rel1g1on in its

~

1

l

consumers' cooperatives to1.1ph lj:fe at the

l

point of purpose or aim in getting food and otber naterial
necessities for an advancing civilization; prod,.lcers' c·ooperatives deal t';i th and release energy and power for oroduction; credit cooperatives provide

~or

growth as CAPital

is necessary for economic enterprise; rnutu Rl a id, utility

and insurance cooperatives provide for efficiency in the

selection of the

h~gher

values in life which we are tr y ing

to cr.e.s te for the benefit of all.

All cooperatives promot-e

law and order by the smoothing out of local, national and

international difficulties in the economic and social
realm. " 4
As I have mentioned before, Kagawa has helped to found

cooperative schools based on the Danish folk-sc~ool system.

There are nearly a hundred of these schools now teaching t!!e
cooperative technique, spre a ding the gospel of econonic
C!lri sti.ani ty.
Tilth the help of Prof. Abe and his group, Kagawa,
started students' cooperatives in Tok1o (in . order to ed~cete

the students in princi.ple and methods of the cooperative
3op. cit. , 5.

4Ybid-;-6.
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movement).

r

Waseda University Cooperative was the first one

or-ganized on May 15, 1926; another followed in Takashoku
University in 1927; the Imperial University organized in
1928; and St. Paul's and

::-,~ e1J1

Universities in 1929.

There

is a federation called the Tokyo Student Consumers' Union.
also ..
In 1920 .Kagawa organi zed the Osaka Cooperative Society,
and it has started a movement for propaganda for consumers'
cooperatives.

They publ-ish a monthly magazine and distributed

over ten thousand co_p i·es free.
gr-eatly throughout Japan.
sprung up everywhere.

And their influence is felt

New cooperative movement have

More than thirty rural cooperative

societies have been organized through the influence of this
ma g azine.
In 1921 Kagawa organized the Kobe Cooperative Society,

and in 1925 he organized the peasant consumers' union in
Osaka.

As far back as 1918, he started settlements in the

Sh:1nkawa, Kobe, and in 1923 in the Honjo, Tokyo; then in the
Shikanjima, Osaka, in 1925.

These were built on cooperative

principles and became the center of the cooperative movement.
In 1927 Kagawa introduced in Kobe the

unemplo~ent

surance system, and it has worked very succes3fully.

The

city of Tokyo adopted it ror casual laborers in 1929.

employee and employer each pay five sen a day, and

The

~ith

state adding a 11 t t ·l .e r:1ore, t!'ley establish the fund.

in-

the

:'\'hen a

man is out of emplo:y:ment, he receives nothing for the first

j

.i
~~:

I
I

[' 2

three d -ays, so he has an incentive to get another .i o-b .

r

For

the second three days of unemploynent he r e ceives seventy
sen a day.

For the third t -hree days nothing, and so on

alternating until he gets another job.
holds a job more than ten

~ays

Also when

n ~an

his tax is reduced to two sen

for the second_ ten days and to one sen thereafter so long
5
he holds his job.

Hs

One ·of the interesting fea-tures of the cooperatives
Kagawa is . developing in Japan is the medical cooperative,
~hich

is a hospital run by the people as consumer-owners.

Uncounted thousands of poor people have long been
any medical attention.

~ithout

The Japanese slums, in the villar.es

as well as in the cities, have been cut off, by too
fees, from the medical aid they so sorely need.

excessiv~

KasRwa

pushed the formation of med ical coopera·tiv8s in 1931, and
setting--up of cooperative hospitals w1 th astoundinp; s•.1ccess.
This phase of the movement s.wept Japan.

Nearly a h•. mdr~d

such hospit a ls are now in existence in Japan, ~nd t~ey have
reduced the amount the farmer pays for his doctoring annuallv
from 28 to 9 per cent of his annual income, in some pl~ce~.
Many of the more than 3,000 members of' the Tokyo !. ~ criicAl Gooperative Hospital run by Kagawa are f'orner Communists, con-

v~rted from their effort to get a good society through viane unit of the
lence, by being able to join o

a

Christi~n

love basis.

NP-W

Society on

And this cooperative syste~ is,
,.

1
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"After paying a ten yen ~embers~in in install ~e nts, n~y

member may receive me d ical

ex a~ inqticns,

treat~ent,

~ e~ic\ne,

and operations, at very lov1 orices, which yet will cover t !'l t>
~ctual cost and leave his self-respect undamaped."6

As stated oreviously but imoortant in connection with

the hospitaliza-tion Lag rnm started Sick
- ~ich

is related cooperated

~nterprise.

Ins'Jrnn~P.

Cooncrnt:1 v .:_!,

Ee startert these co-

operatives in connection with his settlements in Tokyo,
Osaka, and Kobe.
Now his cooperative movement has t urne-a to the poor

fishermen who form a large part of Jaoan' s population.

He

is showing them how to or-g aniz-e to get for themselV"ls better

bo-ats, better equipment-, and better prices for their pro-i

ducts by making cooperatives.
He is launching plans to rem ake t he whole of
economy.

Jap~nP.se

Therefore he is trying to deal with the rura-l

people and teaching them skyscraper

agricult~re.

He says,

"Ot.J:r present type of agriculture is horizontal, for we cut
off the trees and plant wheat, millet, or rice.
~e must

I say t~at

have vertical agriculture, and plant the tree a~ain,

for a single chestmlt or walnut tree will bear as many as
half a dozen bushels.

In our skyscraper agricult~e, we can

keep hogs on the ground ·flo.or, grovl saplings of fr'.li t and

nut- trees on the second floor, and have -bees on the third or

6 T. Kaga·R-a, Economic Foundation of ~.vorld Peace, 10.
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top floor.

Then if there is a brook or

r~nnlng

water near-

by, w·e can have two basements !'or our skyscraoer, !'or we cA.n

use the bottom of the brook for !'1.sh cul t .lre.
1

fish can be raised at the bottom and

~nother

One kino of
kind a little

higher un.

So with three more floors on lancl we get five
stories for our skyscraper." 7
Then he· is fostering a movement for the ulanting of m1t-

bearing trees on the slopes where no other crops will grow.
And those slopes repre·s ent a large percentsge of the total
~'~ Creage

of the islands.

He is showinp; the peonle how to use

acorns that formerly were left to rot on the

~round

in some

sections, how to mix the ground nuts with a ·nercentage of

II

grains to make poultry feed.
On the Musashi Plain about ten miles out of Tokvo is a
little farm that someone has described as being in essence a
"one-acre evangelism 11 project.

I
I

Here, on a farm one acre in

size, Kagawa has nlaced a young Christian, a graduate of the
Imperial Agricultural School.
The one-acre farm has become a model of what can be
done on such .a small plot.

More important, it is the center

of a growing cooperative community.

A child from each home

in the community brings to the farm four eggs a day.

In a

yearts time it is exnected to have a fund of t~o thousand
yen with which to start a credit union for buying fert1-

·II
-L!i

T--:-'1

. ·- I
,

I
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I
I

lizer, seeds, and other necessities to improve
the com.-nuni ty.

far~tng

j

in

Plans have been laid ·f or the opening of a

consumers ' cooper at 1 v e store as so on as enough c !i pit fll s t~a 11
have been accumulated for n start.
All over Japan the same movements are under

way~

They

are going forward with gathering speed because of the energy
given to them by the· remarkable man who has brour,ht to these
humble people the hope of a new day, a day that can be
ushered in through their own efforts.

And the

v1t~l1zing

part of the whole thing is its dynflmic heart of nracticnl
theology.
The center or each one of these

transfor~ine

villages

is the gospel school, a pr·actical school of Christian brotherhood in action.
whet~er

It

te~ches

each group what it needs to know,

it be beekeeping, fish culture, goat keeping, or

handicrafts.

But with the teaching f-Oes the philosophy:

"'l'his is Chri.stiani ty.

In this manner does the teachinp, of
~ -

Christ show you how to build a better life.

For the teach-

ings of Christ a!"e· brotherhood, cooperation, love--the

brotherhood love and socialized love that will sove all men
and all society."

9

The cooperative movement no•N embraces r:1ore than 40 ner
cent of the pop,.llation, 25,000,000 indiv·t duals.
15,000 cooperat1vns.

There are

About 12,000 of the 15,000 cooperatives

i

I

I
•i

l

.._
i .. .

'

Bt

I
t.

are rural credit ·unions, which now have subsidiary features
of purchasing, marketing, and ot·h er activities.

The.se

r1.1ral credit unions head up in a. Central Cooperativ~ Eank in
Tokyo, which is part of the banking gystem subsidized by the
Jaoanese goverrunent.

There is .a cooperativ-e maga?:ine_, "The

Light of the Home," with a paid circulation of about one
million.

All over Japan are organized "Light of the Home"

societies, groups which meet to read tne magazine an~ plan
cooperatively.

I

t

l\
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V.
.1\.

Literary

A Survey of his Literary

~.'i'ork

l

~N orks

From 1910 until the present time. Kagawa has underta·k en
continuous literary work as a means of reaching the mnsses

in Japan and earning support for his numerous sociAl
~Us

sche~es.

children's tales, periodicals, and novels, to records
~overnents.

losophy; Christian apologetics,

or

in-

books on economics and phico~~entaries,

I

I
I
i

published wri t1ngs are of the most varien kind, from

dustrial and social

Il

and prayers.

Several of these have been translated and circulated outside

I
lI

l
1

his own country.
Kaga•.va first CR..me into prominence as the author of

!

"Shlsen wo Koete•• ("Crossing the Death Line.," or, as 1 t is
entitled in the English translation,

11

Before the Dawn")., an

autobiographical essay in partly novelizen form, dealing with
his adolescent philosophie·al strugg les culminating in the

start of his life in Shinkawa.
The story of how this book came to appear in 1920 and

of how, over night, as the saying goes, it made it.s au.thor
famous, ha:nrs on the quick eye and appreciative instinct o :f

a

pu.bli sh er.

Once ns the

horne, a nubllsher friend

g
youn~
ca~eto

sick in his slum
Kag a -n a lav
J
ca11 •

On

th~

table lay a

writinp, brush)
manuscript writt~n (painteo with the Japanese
two-thirds of which had been
on old newspapers in Part, Some
written years before at · a fishing village.

I

n
1

I
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" ~'/hat are you going to do with this?"

lisher friend.

-asker'l the pub-

l

Kagawa replied that he had written it merely

out of the creative urge.

Tt was .o nly the story of his own

''fork. and he had no thought of publication.

j
I

The friend r:n.ve

l

l1

him a thousand yen and took the manus-cript.
The author rnHde

so~e - chn.nges

and

ao~ed

and the story was published as a serial and

some new chanters
then~s

'

a book.

It took the public by .s ·torn:r; that is to say, more than

t

i

I
I

I

150~000

copies were sold in a few weeks.

uncensore~

''

I
! jl

Its unvarnisher'l,

.

'

account of the dregs of life in a great industrial

l

·I

city came at a tirne when the· idea. of reconstruction., ns in
Europe, ·had alre· 1dy touched Japanese imagination.
of youth struggling its way

t}~ough

to spiritual

Its

~

i

pic.t•1r~

freedo~

I

an-

! .. !:

·pealed to millions of Japanese young people as typical of

t . .~

their own experience.
It went quickly into 180 editions and has been trans-

~

I

·

I

;

-.: : 1

~t
i.

J

!

~.
.t'

l~inp:•la_f'es.

In 1921 Kaga ·¥a was thrown into p.ri son w! th the other
leaders beca,.lse they helped the dock strlke.

•

·'

lated into English, under the name of "Before the Dawn," into
French, German, Sweidsh, and some other

f

;. 1.,
,t
j

i

t ' .j

".'hile Y.aga·Ha

;
··~

!

1
I

I
. !

W'ls in prison a sequel "Taiyo ·No Irunono" ("A Shooter at the
Sun") c.qme out, and people stood in line to b~ry 1 t; t'No
hundred standing in line a.t a single bookstore.

l

This book

t

I

has been translated into English, Swedish~ and Dutch.
'~hile in prison Kagawa finished his autobiography..

Ee-

le~sed on parole he remained under police sunervision for a

cons id era bl e t 1me~

..r K. e~=n·nh_ ile.• a repo·rter who had come to

r.
l.

I'

'.

h' ·.i
I

.

I

I

.

..

.
..

l
I

,I
,L •.I......Li!i

tl

r-------

!

interview hint had dis coverer1 ·the

~-~S.

J

l

I

of the a'..ltob1 O!Z~a!)~~Y,

and hP..d bmtg,ht 1 t outright, s•.1re of the interest of h1 s
find.

The book "Kabe no

I~oe

Kilrutoki" ("Listening to the

'.'falls" ) was published, and 1 ts

succ~s

s was nmaz 1ng.

It ran

thro,.lgh many editions and bro'lght not only a certo.i n fnrne to

l

the author, but also royalties whtch were by no means to be

l

despised.

This book has now been translated into English.

j

l

It may be said that all of Kagnwa s books are, at once,
1

I

works of graceful art and of propagBnda.

~

Parts of these

i
I

novels--the three forminp; a continu.en -story of his own 1 tfe

!

and work in Shanknwa--and· plenti.ful extracts from his great

·b ook, published first in 1Dl5, on "The Psychology of the
Poor," were coMbined into one and ·reprinted in
for the P.ouse of Peers.

It

.s~owed

pa~phlet

form

the actual suffering '.lnder

whi·ch great numbers of people lived,

As

1

a result· the Peers

secured a gov Arnment appropriation of 20,000,000 yen

~or

a

J

j

slum reclamation program, covering five years, beginning in
1928, and

design~d

to affect the slums of the six largest

cities of Japan--not o!11Y. Kobe, but osaka, To!<yo, Yokohnma.,

I

.j

1

Kyoto, and Nagoya.
"Ai no Kaf:a.kutt

1

("Tr.e Science of Love" or also trans-

l

I

l

la ted as "Love the Law of Life") was

VII'"i t .. en

in Tokyo in 1924,
J

while Kagawa worn out by his exertions in the cause of relief

~ as

lying ill at Tokyo, and nearly the whole book was

C..icta ted to a friend,

~-: urast:lfma.,

at his bedside.

He calls

it the statement of his "Syste~ of Love," and explains in
regard to the occasion for the writing of the book.

j._ ..._ ___ _

"The

1I

r----·-----------

~l
iI

?0

-I

socialistic n:ovement in the Orient, ann especially- in ,Ta pan,
·11as inclining more and- more toward violenc-e.
dernist interpretation was coming

~nto

!

And the mo-

Japan; that is love

as interpreted in Soviet Russia--that anybody may love any.b ody--free divorce flnd free marriage.

It was t hen th:J t I

wrote the bookA"l
Kaga'Na

1

l

s moral code, being founded on his concept of

1

love as the universal and transcendent reality of life, is

l
I

not limiten by distinctions of sex, class, or nationality,
but includes all in the compass of its ideals.

'
I

I

He idP.ntifies

!

I

himself with every practical reform, and nleads many cRuses
in his books • . One of hi.s novels
("'~,'here

11

G.1.lZO

wo Suhai Suru. Tokoro"

the Idols Reign") was ·written in 1928 to help the

great national movement for the abolition of licensed quarters
in Japan--the existence of that which profanes the name of
love, and involves actual slavery in cruel conditions for

1
J

i

women.

This condition implies, in Kagawa's view, an equal

degradation for manhood.
Then he wrote the story of a yo,_mg girl redeemed. from

1
l
j

-l'
l
1!

j

;

the Yoshiwara, by the name of "Zakuro no Kataware" ("A Piece

i
j

i

-i

cf Pomegranate"} in 1931.

j

1
J

During 1928 Kagawa complete!t two more novel.s. "Nam:m ni

~

4

Kison Mono" )"Facing the South Wind"), a novel for midrlle
school boys, and a political novel ag-air..st the "G.o.P. of
Japan" called "Katamukeru Taich1" ("The Earth 1.'.'hich Inc-lines").

L _ ___

-i

i
1
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I

In 1926 he published a book of a reli.giO'.l.S character.

It is "Nokosar·etaru Toge" ("The Remaining Thorn" or "The

1

ferings from tube-rculosis., from dire poverty, from grad,.lally

l

approaching blindness, and a dozen other afflictions, anr':l of

{

Bles-sing of Affliction"), i .n which he tells of his own .suf-

how the Lord turned each of these
and

enable~

1

l

Thorns" i _nto blessing·s

t

.Him to rejoice in them all.

Two books· of
1·9 28.

11

1

P..

1

j

re·ligimls chara.cter were !)Ublished d'Jring

The first was called

11

!

Jinrui eno Sengen" ("A Declar-

i

ation to Mankind"), and was a most careful exnosition of the
twenty-seven books of the New TAstament, which he offers as

I

more challenging even than the Marxism rlanifestos· and as an

j

adequate answer ,·-to ft.

1

~

This devotional exposi·tion of the

New Testament had been many years in the making, for it r.ad
been written out of his daily contact with the proletarians

1
1

in Shinka\va, and ·b rought to light many material.s neglected

j

by the bourgeois theologians of recent centuries.

The second

l

·.vas ·c alled "Kami ni Yoru Shinko '' ("Faith in God"), and con-

i

~

sists of a study of Old Testament heroes.

4

Kagawa had written no fewer than five books on the

J
~

Christian religion consti tu.ting his ·interpretation from different aspects of the significance of Japan.

~

These were:

"Yesu no Shykyo to Sono Shinri" ("The Religion of Jesus

j

11
),

"Yesu no- Naibu Se1katsu 11 (",.The Inner Life of Jesus"), "Yesu
no Nichijo Seikatsu" ("The Daily Life of Jesus"), "Yesu to
Shizen no PI.Ok'.lshi" ("The Revelation of Nature Through Jesus"),
and "Yesu to Jinruiai nc N~ivo" ("The Love or Jesus for all
-~
l

- • ..l

....._,.;..--- --- ....

'
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Mankind 11

).

Recently in connection with the evangelism of the ''Kingdom of God Movement,

11

he published no fewer than four books

to be sold for the price of ten sen.

These were:

"Kami to

Seiai no Fukuin" ("God and the Gospel of Divine Love"),
"Jujika ni Tsuiteno Meiso 11 ("Meditations on the Cross"),

"Karni ni Tsuiteno Meison ("Meditations on God"), and "Karni
ni Yoru Shinsei" ("New Life Through God").
In recent years he has written five famous serial novels
i :n Japan's popular magazines.
ts ,.lbo no .Mugi" ("A Grain of

In the "King" he wr·o te "Hi to-

·~j'he a t")

and "Maboroshi no Heisha"

("Chariots of Vi.sion" or "Phantom War Vehicles") ...

In the

''Yuben'' ( "Eloq'.lence '') he wrote "Azaroshi no Go to~~~~ ("The
Sea Lions") a:nd '' Sono "RT...liki" ("River Bas in").
serial

11

Ano·ther

Ch1chi to Mitsu no Nagaruru Sato" ("A Land Flo.w ing

with !nlk and Honey 11

)

appeared in "Ie no Hikari" ("Light of

the Home"), the monthly magazine of the Japanese Federation
of Cooperat·i ves.

Soon after his stories began the subscrip-

tion list increAsed about 20,000 a month, until it reached

860$000, the largest circulation of nnymagazine in Japan.

I j
I 1

All of these stories were nublished in a book form in Feb.

I ·.

: ,j·
l

~

:

of this year.

'

~

In "A Grain of · w heat," he discussed .agricultural problems and preached the three prlnciple.s of rural ecor:omics:
"Love of the Soil, Love of Neighbor, and Love of God."
This book has gone through 150 e11t1ons and has also been
dramatized and filmed.

It was tr·anslated into English and

.

j

I

J

i

I

!

"! .•

~- -·

t1
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in Swedish.

!:

~

Kagawa discussed the fisherman's problems in "The Sea
Lions."
11

He w.rote of cooperative economics ann society in

~.~

A Land Flowing with Milk and Honey" and in "Chariots of

Vision."

:

He wrote of educat-Ional problem-s in "River Basin. 11

At ore-sent he has been writing a serial reli.g ious novel
"Christ" in the "Kaizo" an intellectual magazine.

It began

'

'

H·
; .

~,.

i

~

I

f.

in November, 1935.
Kagawa's six books

or

i-)

r

poems are unique in that they

:- J

contain a social message.

.I

Back in 1917 he published the

i

-~

!:i
')

first, and named it, out of his heart-breaking experiences
in the slums, "Namida no Nitobun" ("Divi-sion of Tears").

In

l'

;: :.

19-20 there followed "Chikaku wo Yabutte" ("Breaking Through

the Crust of the Earth"); two years later "Hoshi yori Hoshi
ye" ("From Star to Star"); a8a1n, in 1924, "ChikY'.l wo Funbo
to Shite" ("The Earth as a _
Tomb 11

);

the next year "Eisen no

Ch1bu sa 11 ( '' The Bosom o·f God.,); and in 1926, perhaps the most
touching of h i.s books \Vri tten during some months of blindness,

"Anchu Sekigo" {"Fragmentary Words in the Darkness"). 2
Kagawa has also concerned himself with the publication

~~

~~:

ii:
li"

.r ·.:

r~J
til;

II·

~#

i''I! .
,,

r

f
I

f'·';
:l

of transl at1on of important books published in other- lang-

'-

.j

l

j

uages~

On such, upon the translation of which he and a

helper have been engaged almos t a year was "The Food Re-

H
c

~

I)!
(I

'I

l

sources of the World," by Professor J. Russell Smith of
Columbia Uni versity.

cit. , 21.

Another was the trans·la tion of the

t

r:.

r·

t;l

l!

l

!

l

i

f

'I

:!

I

': !
t

'

'
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two volumes of the late Her.be·r t Stead of Londo.n, called "l,he
Sto.ry of Social C'hr1.stian1ty."
Schweitzer, the great German

The works of Dr. Albert

philosophe~,

with the help of Rev. Genjiro Yoshida.

Kagawa translated

These were "The

Secret of the Y..1ngdom of God 11 and "Christianity and ".'orld

Religions."~
Kagawa has a magazine of his own,. "The Pillar of Cloud·"·
and his wife has also a magazine of her own, "The Pilla-r of
F'ire,

11

both are _published every month.

All his writings, whethe·r nove.ls or religic,ls works,

are characterized by realism and haunted with the burden of
pov-erty.

They have been described as· "Vignettes that defy

.

''

r
~

description in their combination of fragility and forcefulness.

11

A tr fl~ ic episode, a casual character st,ldy,

A

1

page

or two of reflections on the consequences of so c ial equal1 ty,

I:;

a love affair, an old man's shame, the beauty of sunl1ght on

!t

a wre tched roof--the material is all nlain to see.
ception is of an inner beauty.

The pP-r-

4

a f his rapid production.

He

,,j\

l::·
~

~~

'

He is an extremely careful and artistic writer in spite
--ites out of the vivid nnd con"~

a cre~tive thinker chalcrete exn ~-rience.s of life, and is
lengir.g the materialism of the west, but finding in i t its
great teachers like Tolstoi.

3
£1?.. cit. ,. 22.
4 Ibid-;-I9-20.
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B.

Chronological List or his
( 1}

~orks

Books
191;:-s

·. ~

'

.

Yogensha Jeremiah
"Prophet Jeremiah"
Fukuin Sha, Shimonoseki
Kirisutoden Ronso Shi
"Disputed History abou.t .the Biography of Chr"ist"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo

1915

Hinmi'n Shinri no KenJ{yu
"The Psychology of Poverty"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo
1917
Namida no Nltobun
"Division of Tears"

Fukunaga Book Co., Tokyo
1919

Seishin Undo to Shakai Undo
"Spir'i tual ·Movement and Social J;Iovement ..

'
"!

;

Keisei Sha, Tokyo

Ningen Ku to Ningen Kenchiku
"Human Suff'ering and Human Growth"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo

i.
. ;
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1920
: .

Shisen wo Koete
"Crossing the Death Line"
Kai_zo Sha, Tokyo
-'=·:

i

Chika~~ wo Yabutte
"Breaking Through the Crust of the Earth"

Fu~~naga

Book Co., Tokyo
!

:

:.

1921

Taiyo wo Irwnono
"A Shooter- at the Sun"

;

i! ....
i
- -

Kaizo Sha, Tokyo
Kabe no Koe Ki~~toki
"Listening to the Voice of the Prison 'Nalls"
Kaizo Sha, Tokyo
1922

Eoshi yori Hoshi eno Tsuro
"Passing from Star to Star"
Kaizo Sha, Tokyo

Ningen to Shite Mitaru Paul
"Paul, the Man"
i
i

Keisei Sha, Tokyo
Seizon Kyoso no Tetsugaku
11
11 The Philosophy of the Struggle for Existence

·!
i ;
i
t ;

Kaizo Sha, Tokyo

:

I

{. ·.

1923

Raicho no Wesamuru Mae
"Before the Awakening of the Ptarnip.an"

j

!I

i

1
~
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.•

;

Kaizo Sha, Tokyo

Yesu to Sh izen no M o~~shi
''The Hevela tion of' Nature through .Jesus n
Keise-1 Sha ,- Tokyo
. ..

Yesu no Naibu Seikatsu
"The Inner Life of' Jesus"
Keisei .Sha, •rokyo
Yesu no Sh1.lk'Vo to Sono Shinri
'~'The Fel 1g1o;; of' Jesus"

Eeisei Sha, Tokyo
1924
Ai no Kagaku
"The Science of Love '1 or "Love the Law of Life"

Bunka Seikatsu

Kenk~~

Kwa1, Tokyo

Chik~~

wo Funbo to Shite
"The Earth as· a Tomb"

Athene Book Co., · Tokyo
,,
_,

Yesu no Nich1jo Seikatsu
"The Daily Life of .Jesus"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo

lll
l.

.•

~.

;

(! •.

Yesu to .Jinru1a1 no Naiyo

"The Love of .Jesus for all Mankind"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo
1925

Eien no Chi bus a
"The Bosom of Go.d 11
~ukunaga

Book Co., Tokyo

.l
------=------'
-------- •..l~

..
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Fukuinsho ni Araw nre taru Yesu no sugata
"Jes'..ls in the Gospels"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo
1926

Kagawa Toyohiko Koen Shu
"A Collection of Speeches of Toyohiko Kagawa"
Dai Nippon Yub e n K'N"ai Kodan. Sha, Tokyo

Unsui Henro
"Traveling About"
Kaizo Sha, Tokyo

~

!

!

•.

Tama.shi·i no Chokoku
''Sculpture of the Soul"

.

·.. !

.,

!

;

I :

Bunka Seikatsu Kenkyu Kwai, Tokyo
Nokosaretaru Toge
"The Rem::!lning Thorn"
Nichiyo Sekai Sha, Osnka

Anchu Sekigo
"Fragmentary 'IJ.ord.s in the Darkness"

i

Shun- ju Sha_, Tokyo

.; i

~

.

~

..

1927

Seimei-Shukyo to Seimei-Geijutsu
"The Religi ous Life and the Life of Arts"

. i .

Keisei Sha, Tokyo
Kami ni yoru Kaiho
"l!.~ancipation with God"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo

·-··-····- ------~------. j~----· .

~ ---- ·· - ·
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Kate!

Kagaw~

Taikei

"series of Home .Science"

·Keisei Sha., T'o kyo
K.irisuto Ichidaiki no Hanashl
11
"Life of' Jes•.1s
Nichiyo Sekai Sha, Osaka

Kirisuto Sanjo no Suikun
"Ser~on on the Mount"
•

1928

f

Nannu ni Kison Uono
"Facing the south Wind"

!
.,
~

~:

Hakubun KN-3-n, Tokyo

Jinrui eno Sengen
11
A Declaration to Mankind"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo

r

]

\;

1
~

u
·,.

Kuchu Seifuku
11
Con1uest in the Air"

Kaizo Sha, Tokyo

. •

Kami ni yoru Shinko
" Faith in God"

1Uch1yo Sekai Sha, osa}{a
Katamukeru TRichi
"The Earth Which Inclines"
Kanao Bunen Do', Tokyo

Guzo wo Suhai Suru Tokoro
"~Nhere the Idols Reign"
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:·

Shincho Sha, Tokyo
Junkyo no chi wo Uketsugu Mono
''The S1.1ccessor of Martyrs 1 Blood"
Nichiyo Sekai Sha, Osaka
Kani no Futokoro ni Arurnono
"In the Bosom of God"
Keisei Sha, Tokyo

Kami tono Taizo

"Before God"

i·; r.

Keisei Sha, To.kyo

\ I

Kunan ni Taisuru Taido
"Attitude Toward the Suf·fering"

~

.. i

Keisei Sha, Tokyo

Kur1.1shinde Kurushiminuita Hito no Hanashi
''The Story of the Man ~vho End'.tred Extreme Suffering"

;

.

.::.

:

Shoyo Do, Osaka

1929

Seijo to Kanki
·"Purl ty a:rrl Ecstasy"
Nichiyo Seka1 Sha, Osaka
TranslRtea into Japanese-"The ?ood Resources of the ''lorld" by
J. R. Smith
Shinc ~)O

i:
. !

•

1.

Sha, Tokyo

Kemi ni yoru Shinsei
"Nev'l Life 'l'h!'O'.lgh God 11

I

I

l<'ukuin Shokwa·n , Shimonoseki

I
I
I

1
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into JapanAse--

Transl~ted

"History of

rJ aterialism''~' by

Hange
Shun-j~

11

Ai

Sha, Tokyo

no Ka p,ak'~ n wri t ten ·by Ka g avm '!ff.l s
translated into English by J. F. Gressltt
ns "Love the Law· of Life."

John c. Winston Co.,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Toronto
Trnnslated into Japnn~se-"'fhe Story of Social Cr..ristianity" by
JI. Stead
Shincho Sha, Tokyo
1930
Ka~i

ni Ts~ite no Meiso
"UeditRtions on God"

Kyobun Kwan, Tokyo
Ke.mi to Seiai no ~~~~in
"God a.nd the Gospel of Divine Love"
~~kuin ShokNan, Shimonoseki

Kami to Ayumu Ichinichi
"A Day with God"
N1chiyo Sekai Sha, Os~ka

1931
Hitotsubu no Mugi
11

A Grain

0f

rfuee. t

II

Dai Nippon Yuben Kwai Kodan Sha, Tokyo
·l

Juj ika ni Tsui·te no Mel so
"Meditations on the cross"

Kyobun Kwan, Tokyo

L __
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Kagawa Toyohiko Shu

!

l

"A Collection of Kagawa r s Novels"

Kaizo Sha, Tokyo
Zakuro no Kataware
11 A Piece of Pomegranate"

Kw8n, Tokyo

Kyob~n

1934
J~aboros hi

no He·isha
"Chariots of Vision''

Kaizo Sha, Tokyo
11

Christ and Japan"

Friendship Pre~s, New York

1935
Se1re1 ni Tsuite no Meiso
11 Medi tnt ions about Holy Spirit"
Kyobun Kwan, Tokyo

ii
I

I

"Ju.i ika n1 Tsui te no ~~eiso" written by
Kar;awa was translateo into Enp;lish by
H. Topping and M. R. Drst'ler :s
"M.edi tat ions on the cross -•

J

" ! ille t

I
I

I
I

t, Clark

&

co. ,

Chi ca. go, New York

Rittai Nogo no Riron to Jissai
.,.
The Theory and RealitY of 1 sol1d-Agric~Jlt'Jre
11
1Uppon Hyoron Sha, Tokyo
Azarashi no Goto~~
II'

The

Sea

.

Lions"

Dai Nippon Kodan sha, TokYO

I
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Sono R•.1iki
"River Basin"

Dai Nippon Kodan Sha, Tokyo

1936

1

Chichi · to N.itsu no Nap:aruru Sato
II A Land Flowine with It ilk e.nd Honey"

Kaizo Sha , Tokyo
( 2)

Periodicals
i'

i.

1922

Started

Kumono Hash1ro" which is still being ·•r1tte.n.
"The Pillar or· Cloud"

11

l

n·Tochi to Jiyu''

"The Soil and Freedom"

1928
Started "Friends of Jesus" ·.v hich is still being

written.

1930

Started "The ·Kingdom of God "fee-k ly" -w~ich 1s still
being written.

1934
i

.~, .

1

Started "Kagawa's FellowshiP B•.Illet1n" whid':
still be.i ng writ ten •

'

I
i
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VI.

Critical Estimate o.f Dr. Kagawa
and his •·.r ork

Dr. :Kagawa's fame and reputation are beyond the im 3 gination of anyone in .Japan.

'. 'lhat has mad-e him so :famo•..t.s?

One reason for his renown in the western wor-ld is that for
~e

first time western civilization has come to distrust it-

self.

Previmlsly, unthinking westerners were deeply en-

trenched in the thought that, 1 nte lle c tuall y, they were
superior to other peopl"e and that the world existerl solely

for them.

Because of this they thought that the snrean of

civilization over the earth was the duty of the white race.
They called this "The '."!hi te Man's Burden.

11

However, a Q:ra-

dual decl.ine of this super.iori ty complex of the wh1 te ·race
has ·taken -place si.nce the

~uropean

war.

Du_ring the four and

a half years of Euch cruel and meaningless destruction, they
gradually came to entertain doubts concerning their own
civilization..

11

If we really had the· spirit of Christianity

in .which we take such pride, would we have carrien on this
barbarous destruction?"
minds.

Such questions p.erminntert in their

The deep economic depression afte-r the w:ar, moreover,

urged them to reflect.

Both ~~rope and America, which stood

at the peak of prosperity, have be en touched in recent years
by economic depression.

Poverty has deflated their ~ride.

·,
~.

fr1
i

The fact that western civilization is not as superior as
they had thought it to be bas gradually dawned upon then.
With humble eyes they are now looking about them and find
that Asia possesses some things ••rhich they themselves lack.

L _._
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one of t ·hese things is Asia's 'N ay of looking at things.

In a word, .As_t a ha..s a

11

Culture 11 of its own.

What about Christianity?

Even this teaching which they

thought they had been observing for two thousand years, --·1 ts
pure spirit, however, having deteriorgted in t h eir hearts--is

it no·t rather finding a resurree·tion in the Orient from whic·h
it sprang?

Holding such doubta and disa~pointments, they

have been struck by the names of Gandhi and Kagawa 'Nhen t h ey

looked over the world.

Westerners have a high r .egard for "doing things."

They

take pride in putting into practice anything that comes to
their attention.

Even in the world of learning they do not

consider it of great value merely to have knowledge of sorti.e -

thing.

They count it great, rather, to have put forth effort

for the s a ke of the thought.

Therefore, they admire the

tragic attitude of Gandhi, who without arms, resists the
a'.lthori ty of the great British Empire.

In the same way they

Hre struck with admiration for the young Christian saint.,
To;rohiko

Kaga•rta~

who for the

~ake

of h1s faith

str•.lp:~·led

in

the midst of the s·huns, put forth every effort to or-o teet

the rightB of the proletarians, and fought the

I

"fi~ht of

love" for his fellows in the poverty-stricken mountain ond

I

l\

I

!

fishing villages.

This is the real Christi·an s·pir1t, they

'

think.

!

Yet, while styling themselves a Christian country they
feel ashamed that they have not been nut+ing forth such nure
and unselfish efforts t~~~~elves.

Because of this, the great

.
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admiration of foreigners for Kagawa and Gandhi is the product of their own self-condemnation.

It might be c-alled the

groan of the white rac.e on awakening from its dream of superior1 ty.

"The Christian Century" said about Kagawa the follo·.ving:
"Kagawa stands out a.s the one Oriental Christian who is

actually succeeding in maki.ng the tide of Christian thought
flow back across the Pacific; 11 and ~gain i t said, " About
seventy years ago America sent its first Christian missionary

to Japan, ostensibly to help the Jap-anese and with no thought

of personal gain.

And now, an evangelical scheme sponsored

by a Japanese in Japan is proving to be a stimulant t .o Chris-

tianity in this country."

1

Thus, again, .I think that Kagawa ·• s fame outsid e the
Orient is based on one of the principles of the thinking
Western

~eo~le:

They admire people who live according to

the-ir faith and achieve .great thinp:s in the fAce of stupen-

duous difficulties.
;

In January of this year, the Hev. Dr. William P1erso·n

I

Merrill of Bri·c k Presbyt-erian Church, president of the ·vorld
Alliance ror International Friendsh1p Through the ChurchP-s,

I

said after Dr. Kagawa's address at New York, "P.ere· is a man
who has been acting while we have been debating .. "

And t'hen

he asked every nreacher· present to reflect upon the words
Dr. Kagawa:

"Protestant churches have wonrlerf'.l.l nulni ts'

1 Christian Century, Dec. ·4, U?35, 1542-44.

I
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but their oc-cupant·s preach and preach and nreach.

II l

They have

wonderful preachers, but -sor:1ewhere are poor people who are
not satisfied with p-reaching only. "

2

The achiev-ements of

I
·J

Kaga;va therefore are those things which all America honors,

his -..,ork in changing the life of the poor,. 1 n g-iving: the

hopeless hope, in reaching a helping ha-nd to the forgotten
masses.

Again, America, the idealist among nations, takes

to its heart anyone who holds ideals high and glorifies him
who can actually make his ideals come true as Kaga Na has.
~- me

this loving of high ideals by the American people more

than half explains Kagawa 1 s popularity here.
Indeed. the greRtness of Dr. Kagawa does lie in his
pract.ice rather than in his pre r:.ching.

As an explanlltion

of why Kagawa 1 s followers have increased so rapidly, I would
count hi.s grea-t personality first.

His p;reatness comes ner-

haps from his selflessness and courage, and tha·t great per.l

sonality overflows to the surroundings.

In the second place,

his thought of' love which is not onl.y preaching but which he
puts into practice gi v ·~ s a gr-e e.t lmnres sion to the neople.
In the third place, I can

co~nt

influences in increasing his

his pen and speech as preat

.follow~rs.

F.is literary works

range from science to poetry and from religion to economics.
He is in exceeding poor health, nearly blind,

~nd

tuber-

cular--but as a speaker he can fill an-:1 ha-ll in Japan, and
at any time.

In the fourth ·place, hls practice a-opeals to

2 New York Times, January 28. 1936, 5.
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the young peop-le.

practice.

The Church often teaches but does not

Therefore Kn.ga·na 1 s move~ent appeals to the you-n g

peonle because 1 t does practise.

In the fifth place, Ka-

gawa tries to spread ideal Christianity among the lower

classes.

-Hitherto the gre11ter n'.lmber of native Christians

WRe recruited from the intellectual and middle classes; but

he simplified the Christian message for the mass of people.
~the s~xth place, his educational and evangelistic move-

ment have contributed greatly to his increase of followers.
Lastly, I should count the s-ocial tende ncy of -the tlmes as
a reason.

There had been a general arrest of hunnreds of

Connnunists wi tbin three years ( 1928--1930); on Harch 15 in

1928, on April 16 in 1928, and in warch 1 in 1930.

Since

that time the soclal tendency changed and anti-coD".munistic
thought was welcomed by the masses and supported by a'J.thori ty.
According to t'he .Tapanese proverb ''Tall trees catch
m'.lch wind" his movement grows more with every bit of opposition 'Nhic-h strikes it.

The Ijl ilitaristic group was arainst

his neace movement and the radical group (com'!lunists) oppos-ed him upon his fundamental theory.

The cap! tali~ ts op-

posed htm bec f'< use of his- cooperatives.

The Chr1 st·ian CF'nt•.1ry,

-February 15, 1936 reported as follows:

"Perhaps taking ad-

vant~ge

of Kagawa's absence, the Japan

Associations ~ith thousands of members

Fe0. ~ ration
RS

of Eus1ncss

pronrietors of re-

tail businesses thro~hout Japqn, is preparing a concerted
a-tt:1ck upon the cooperative societies in v{ ~ 1 ch 1 t is tr:ring
to enlist governme-nt approval.

L __ _...
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the coopere:ti ves is selling at reduced prices to nonmember>s
of the societies.

The retailers, of course, will protest

against loss of business to the coope·r a ti ves as these become
increasingly stronger.

The pePceful 11q1.lidation of the

midnleman is the bigpest problem confronting the cooperative
system. "·5

The Buddhists oppose him from th.e religious stand-

point; above all the Ghin-sect is his stronp.est opponent, as
they fear their pol·icy might be broken by the· :K agawa movement.
In recent lec·turing esnd travel, Dr. Kagawa has en-

countered opposition because of misunderstanding.

Kagawa

vas detained by immigration au:thori ties at San Francisco
because he suffered from trachoma, but shortly, by the

President's request, immigration officers p:ranted Dr. KA.gnwa
a special permit. to enter the United States. 4
Another misunderstanding or opposition
recently...

apoeare~

very

Hev. Frank Norris, '!iho has conservative be11 efs.

protested at inviting Kagawa for the oreacher in the Faotist
Conference in St. Lo,lis.

AccorcUng to !/r. Norris, Kagawa's

coopers ti ves are communism and it will break the gov·e rn::1er: t11l

syetem. 5

Eut Norris' statement about Kagawa is incorrect or

at least insufficient, because Kagawa is set al!ainst Communism as ·has been detailed in a forner chapter.

~ristian Century, February 5, 19-36, :?.43.
4Kew York Times, December 21, 1935, 13.
5New· TVO"r''d Sun, 5 F.,. May 15, 1936, 3 •
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In the "Christian Century" of ~tarch 4, 1936, Mr. J.
Clyde Keegan reported that Kagawa's sermon had failed and

at the end of hj s report he cr.:toted the words of a high dig-

nitary of the church as fo1lo\Vs:

"His theology is ch ildlike

and_ his economics are certainly elementary. " 6
But they misunderstand Kaga"ra.
I

J

The key to the un<'ler-

standing of' Kaea·.'V'a is not his theology.

!-Te is interest e d in

I

I

theology only as a vehicle in whtch to trHvel forw r.l rd on the
road toward a Christian society.

1
I

!
I

!
(
I

I

(
I

I
'

So long as

tra~itional

''.rhen they break <'lmm he

vehicles serve him, he uses thB'n.

commandeers others or repairs the broken piece with something
new.

~e

therefore find Princeton theology,

mo<'l ~ rn

thought,

and even Buddhist philosophy helpine him along his ..,ay.

But whatever weird details may appear in the
picture, the

centra~

of the

theme ha.s al·.va ys been his proe:ram of

Christian ·s ocial Rction.
God,

en~es

}~agawa

believes in

t~e

!':1J:gd om- of'

not as a beau tif'ul -:vord scheme, but as the only bas 1 s

on v•1h!ch 1 t

is possible for the modern VIOrld to build a

i

permanent civilization.

Ee preaches no Klng dorn of God 1n

some distant and shadowy hereafter but the K ing~o~ of God

upon earth, to be brought in by the

pr ~ ctice of cooper~tive

brothe.rhood, and his method of t~ ·, c~tr.g is as pr r: ctical as
is his mes·sage.

He goes direct to the he a rt of the protler.1,

to the starving millions of the underprivileged, and

\

them how to form cooperatives, how to lift themselves out of

J

l

sho~s

6Christ1an Century, March 4, 1936 •

.
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intolerable conditions, how to better their present lot.

He

shows these men the workable plan of consumer cooperation and

then tells them:

"This is Christianity.

''i
li li. l'

.

1'

j·

This is economic

theology. 11
• r

Kagavm' s practice of the "Kingdom of God." rr.ovement and
coo-pera.tiv·e s has made a great impr-es-sion in the United Sta-tes
and Canada.

Very la.rgely as a res•.1lt of the inspiration of

the "Kingdom or God 11 movement in Japan, the United Church of
Canada has set up a "Kingdom or God 11 committee.?

And in the

United s ·t ates, a "King dom of God" movement has been launchen
in and around the cit-y of

Mirme~poli .s,

from which it is honed

it will spread to other uart.s of America.

Leading ·in this

i
.I

movement is Dr. Glenn Clark of N.acalester College, St. Paul,

I

M1nnesota.

I

home of a cooperative movement for the unemployed established

It will be .remembered that Minnee:polis is the

!

1

by Rev. George ·Mecklenburg, and also that Minnesota is one of

iI

the States of the Union in which the farmers have organized

\

on cooperative lines economically and politically.
seem that a bet·ter environment for a

gen~11ne

It

woul~

orogra.rn- of· both

indl vidual and social redemption in accordance with Kagawa's

principles could scarcely be found.

I

!
\

And then, a Kingdom of

God Fellowship had been organized in Kansas City with the
·following statement of aims and purposes:

( 1) To study the

Kingdom of God Movement as pr.o jecterl by Kagawa of Japan, and
promote a Kingdom of God 1.~over.1ent here that wi.ll meet the

I
I

I
J

I

I

7T.- Kaga>va_, The Economic Foundation of 1 ~-'orld Pe a ce, 3 ..
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needs in. Kansas City, its surrounding territory and America;
(2) We shall endeavor to orient coop eratives in our Kingdom

of God Fellowship., etc. 8

ii

li j
!

!I

Mr. Bowen, general secretary of tbe Cooperative Le a gue
of the U. S. A., caller1 a conference of church leaders,

II
·~

teachers and cooperators in Chicago l<'ebruary 21st, 19;;5, at
which the organized cooperators and the churches found that
they had already been introduced, in large part through their
mutual interest in the program of Tc yohiko Kagawa, in whose
name a number of Chicago church people have organ1.zed the

,,

Kingdom of God Fellowship.

i

I

)

As one result of this conference

: t

I

the Chicago Kingdom of God Fellowship will shortly prepare,
for the use of the Cooperative Le ague, its second

pa~phlet

on Kaga .v a, which will deal specifica..lly with his cooperative

program. 9

By the present lecturing tour, I believe Dr. Kegawa. is
giving gre nt stimulation ·to the improvement of cooperatives
in the United Sta te·s and Canada.
In conclusion I should say that Dr. Ka gawa has consistent idealism, and this idealism he is proving is teachable
and worka ble, too.

In my opinion, Kagawa holds a

position in the present world.

8Kaga ~·a Fellowsh:to Bulletin, April, 1935, 30.
9Ibid, 7.
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Conclusion

st. Francis

The world recognizes Toyohiko Kagawa as the
of Japan.

His heart is one of pure love like that of St.

Francis, but his battle has not been carried on by meuns of
the sermon in a religious denomination.

'!i th a heart of love

1

Kagawa has stood in the streets and would save the li-ves of
the people.

This is because he was born in 20th century

Japan and not in Italy of the Middle Ages.
Fifteen hundred years after the fall of ancient Home
the world once more is about to undergo a mighty change.
r~t

this time when a great tide,

as it were, is surgi.ng up

from the broad Pacific a lone Japanese, blessed with keen

intuition and deep affection, has come into the world, and
is walking in the midst of Japanese society with
strides.

~iant

He is a young man, not yet fifty years of age.

He has still many years of life on earth.

~hen

his saintly

journey from village to country, from country to the world,
comes to an end, what kind of conditions will he leave behind?·

i

i

I
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